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roup Named To Head
hancial Campaign
or New Hospital Here

Caldwell 4-H Club
EnroUs 1,094 For
All-lime Record

More Leaders Arfe Need-"
ed In Home Economics
Projects, Miss Vandiver Advises

15 Boy Scouts Plant Trees
At Sub-Station Arbor Day
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One-Unit School
System Is Urged
By Farm Bureau

City, County Boards-^
Are Asked To Explore
Possibilities "For Progressive Community"

,

Commending
the
County
The 4-H Club enrollment of
• mm * «jk
V. Board of Education for its reCaldwell
county
has
reached
an
o form plans for a financial
First District Man
cent action in providing much
all time high of 1,094 members,
ipaign in Princeton and Caldi H i M needed additional rever
for
Miss
Wilma
Vandiver,
Ihome
Out
For
Governor
1 county for funds with which
the county schools by increasdemonstration
agent,
announced
(feet at least a start in building the tax levy to the $1.50
this week.
the proposed new Caldwell
maximum allowed by law, the
There
are
11
organized
clubs
laty War Memorial Hospital,
Caldwell County Farm Bureau
in the county, Miss Vandiver
|,s j. Simmons,
chairman,
-' <
l
urges that the County and City
said,
with
4-H
club
program
maped the following committee
Boards of Educations "thoroughFirst District Democrat
terial being sent to the 27
Idnesday:
ly explore the possibilities of a
schools.
The
clubs
usually
meet
F. Graham, S. J. Lowry,
Says No. 1 Issue Is
one-unit sch6ol system for the
once a month and are sponsored
May Blades, William Jones,
entire county".
"People
Versus
by one of the teachers in each
^le Drain,
Howard
York,
Citing numerous advantages
school.
nsey Taylor and Henry SevSpecial Interests"
which would accrue to children
This all-time record memberDeclaring the chief issue of
of the community from such a
ship compares very well with
Ihis group, Mr. Simmons said, the coming campaign will be
unification, the Farm Bureau, in
elect a chairman for the "the people versus the privilegother counties and Caldwell has
a letter addressed to Clifton
Lncial campaign, pick work- ed interests", Harry Lee Watera much larger enrollment than
Clift, county superintendent, and
Jto s o l i c i t in city and county, field, Clinton, speaker of the
many of the larger counties.
L. C. Taylor, city superintendent,
w
f
m
t
i
M
l
r
3
line the method of solicita- Kentucky House and publisher
Miss Vandiver said.
says: "Most of all, we would be
and perfect other details of two newspapers, formally enMore members are enrolled in
able to, in a very short time,
|essary to the movement,
poultry projects than any other.
tered the Democratic race for
build a county-wide community
his action grows out of a reThe number in each project
Governor Saturday, 29 prominent
spirit that is so necessary for
meeting of the Incorporapoultry, 178; swine, 149; beef
a progressive community".
men and women from all over
Committee, which voted uncattle, 23; gardening, 97; farm First Row—Right to Left—Tommy Little, Jackie Pedley, Bobby Hogan, Jimmy Hogan, Joel Stalthe State signing his declaration
The letter in full follows:
nously for a financial camBack Row—Right to L e f t labor, 20; room improvement, 20; lins planting a tree, Alan Lane, Jimmy Leftwich, Sherman Singleton
papers,
filed
with
the
Secretary
Caldwell
County Board of Eduin the immediate future,
Harry L. Waterfield
school
lunch,
14;
personal Johnny Mercer, Joe Little, Gene Oliver, John Loftus, Ralph Nelson, Roger Funk, Charles Clark,
cation
foal of the campaign is $150,- of State at Frankfort.
Bill
Armstrong,
Jimmy
Seivers,
W.
D.
Armstrong
and
Jimmy
Greenfield.
grooming,
18;
clothing,
148;
In asking his fellow Democrats
Att. Clifton Clift, Supt. ,
Mr. Simmons said,
with
housekeeping, 22; foods, 133; canand
•
to
nominate
him
at
the
coming
Fourteen youths from Boy 30 years this disease had des- Crenata, are the most important
derived going toward esning, 102; dairy and dairy caland
promising.
Princeton
City
Board
of Educatroyed
the
entire
native
ChestAugust
primary,
Waterfield
deScout
Troop
No.
39,
and
one
[ishing at least a
30-bed
ves, 48; corn, 53; tobacco, 57,
The Chestnut is very importtion
;
clared he believed it is "becomfrom Troop No. 42, observed Ar- nut forests of the Eastern States,
[th center in Princeton.
and other projects, 18.
ing clear to the people that my
bor Day, March 21, by planting estimated at more than 40,000,- ant for three reasons, Mr. Nelson Att. L. C. Taylor, Supt.
All Homemakers Clubs in the
000 acres. The economic loss was said; for wood, for tanning Gentlemen:
opponent is supported by a com16 Butler High Delegates county are cooperating by send- 15 Chinese Chestnut seedlings at incalculable, but certainly ran leather, and for food.
We are thoroughly aware that
the Experiment Sub - Station
bination of special interests on
ing one member to act as
Boys in Troop No. 39 are: Bill it is your responsibility and sacWill G o To Meet At
farm. Scoutmaster Johnny Mer- into many hundreds of millions,
one hand, and a coterie of maArmstrong, Jimmy Seivers, Tom- red obligation to provide the
leader in 4-H club meetings. cer announced this week.
Nelson said
chine politicians on the other
Dawson Springs
my
Little, Jim Greenfield, Gene best educational
Miss
Vandiver
said
many
more
opportunities
It
was
some
years
later,
he
Ralph A. Nelson, U. S. Forest
hand."
A State conference of Y-Teen
Oliver, Charles Clark, Joel Stal the county can afford to our
Only definitely announced op- clubs will be held March 28-29 leaders are needed for home Service, said the Chestnut out- added, before the source of the
economics projects, so that clubs look in the United States is now disease was located in China and lins, Alan Lane, Roger Funk children, and at the same time
Armstrong, D. A l e x a n - ponent in the Democratic priat Dawson Springs, Mrs. J. L. may obtain best results.
promising. In 1904 a small, fan- Japan; and there too, were found Sherman Singleton, Bobby Ho- protect the public interest, by
&r, M. Cummins, C,
mary so far is Congressman Walker said this week.
The
schools
in
the
county
shaped fungus, Endothia Parasi- the Chestnut species most re- gan, Jimmy Leftwich, Jackie using school funds, made availEarle C. Clements, Morganfield,
The Y-Teens constitute the
jylor Take Honors
have
cooperated
by
permitting
tica,
was found growing in the sistant to Its ravages. Of these Pedley and Jimmy Hogan. John able, in a way that the greatest
representing the Second Ken- high school
branch
of the
^ur Butler High School stuthe county agent and the home bark, of Chestnut trees in the the Chinese Chestnut, Castanea ny Loftus is a member of Troop possible educational advantages
tucky district.
YWCA. Officers of this club
can be given
for the dollar
were rated superior in
Mollissima, and the Japanese, No. 42.
"If the people elect me Gover- this year are: Gertrude Richie, demonstration agent to talk to parks, ot New York City. Within
spent.
Regional Speech Festival
the pupils on advantages of 4-H
last weekend at Murray nor," he said, " I pledge that my president; Betty Jo Linton, vice Club work.
We believe all of you are sinservice
will
not
be
hindered
by
president; Rosella Cotton, sec,e College, Mrs. Lucille Armo«iv in your efforts and earnestThere
are
73
pupils
enrolled
S<#Uts
Will
ht, said this week. They will p o l i t i c a l consideration, nor retary, and Jo Ann Watson, in 4-H Club work in Dotson
ly desire to lift the level of eduPaper Here Saturday
pete in the State contest at strangled by unbecoming am- treasurer.
cation of our community to the
High
School
and
19
in
Negro
Delegates attending the con- rural schools, Miss Vandiver
BoV Scouts of Troop No.
University of
Kentucky, bition for personal advantage. I
highest possible peak. You have
shall covet only the approval ference are: Gertrude Richie,
39 will collect paper here
Club Makes First
U 2-5.
given many hours
and much
said. Their projects are varied.
Local Workers Will
Rosella Cotton, Cynthia CunningSaturday,
John
Mercer,
thought to our school problems
pey were: John Armstrong, my record will deserve."
Donation;
Campaign
Be Named Soon;
Waterfield declared, "It is my ham, Jo Ann Watson, Betty Jo
and you are to be commended
scoutmaster, said this week.
lor High, poetry; David AlWorkers Named
Boy
Scout
Leadership
humble
conviction
the
people
Linton.
Delia
Rorer,
Sarah
for this unselfish and valuable
Binder twine will be put on
Jaycees To Assist
[ider, extemporaneous speakThe annual drive for crippled service.
doornobs of homes Friday,
Melva Cummins, poetry want greater achievement in Joyce Scott, Joan Keen, Joann Training Course Will
Although the National Cancer
children in Caldwell county got
At this time
we especially
so newspapers and magazines
ling, and Carolyn Taylor, schools, hospitals, prisons, high- Pickering, Judy Pruett, Dottie Be Held During April
Campaign starts April 1, the canways, rural roads, parks, health Dean, Pat Horn, Juanita Scott,
under
way
last
week
when
the
wish
to
commend
the County
can
be
tied
when
the
collecItatic reading.
A leadership training course vass in Princeton and Caldwell
Elks Club presented Dr. J. J. School Board for its progressive
tion is made the following
ann Pickering and Bessie departments, bridges." Waterfield Marie Drennon, Shirley Farmer for members of troop committees, county will not begin until
Rosenthal, chairman, with a $100 and far reaching movement in
day, Mr. Mercer said. The
April 7, Mrs. F. K. Wylie anPollard rated excellent in said the second issue will be and Barbara Sue Graham. Miss
scoutmasters and assistant scoutproviding additional funds for
donation.
.
paper is badly needed, he
nounced this week.
bry and poetry reading, re- "private utilities versus TVA Rebecca Henderson, co-sponsor,
masters of the Three Rivers
school
purposes. As we see it,
will
accompany
the
girls.
and
REA."
The campaign started March
said, as this commodity is
pively.
The new Jaycee officers who
district, Boy Scouts of Amerithere is no alternative and you
The
third
issue,
he
continued,
17,
and
will
continue
through
now the nation's No. 1
be Princeton entry was rated
ca, will be presented during the will be installed March 27, will
April 6. Goal for • the county should have the whole-hearted
scarcity.
[ and the others were rated "is the issue of performance,"
assist
the
Woman's
Club
in
the
month of April. Sessions will be
and
he
rested
his
claims
to
that
is $1000, which is slightly larger support of all citizens who are
Mrs. Armstrong said,
interested in the future welfare
held Friday nights, starting at educational and financial drive
than last year's.
s. Armstrong will accom- on his record of ten years in
in the county, she said.
of the county. After all, our
7:30
o'clock,
in
the
basement
of
Those assisting in the camthe pupils to Lexington in the Kentucky House of RepreWorkers for the Cobb and Freprogress as a whole will be dethe K. U. building, April 4; at
sentatives.
paign
are:
John
Morgan,
Tom
Kuttawa High School, April 11; donia neighborhoods have not
(Please turn to page eight)
Waterfield served as speaker
Simmons, John Ed Young, HilWomen Now Studying
in the Methodist Church base- been selected yet. Mrs. J. J.
of the House in the 1944 and
lery
Barnett,
Merle
Drain,
Roy
ment, Marion, April 18, and in Forbes will solicit the Negro
Home Furnishings;
Rowland, Homer Brown, Jewell Homemakers' Advisory
1946 sessions and was one of the
section of Princeton.
the
Boy
Scout
Hut,
Eddyville,
Creasy and Paul Dunn.
leaders both years in defeating
Council To Meet April 2
Will Finish Soon
Princeton Has Biggest
Philip H. Noland, State chairApril 25. Motion pictures, talks
a bill which its opponents chargThese men will solicit the To Plan Year's Program
There are 212 members now arid demonstrations will feature man, said Kentucky averages
Representation Of Any business houses. Solicitation in
ed was designed to hamper use enrolled
in
13
Homemakers
3,000 deaths a year. The "hushThe advisory council of the
the
course,
Philip
Glenn,
KutChurch,
Collins Says
of TVA current in Kentucky.
the county and part of the town
Clubs of the county, Miss Wilma
hush" attitude toward cancer
Caldwell
county
Homemakers
>rkers Asking $ 1 2
Born on a Calloway county Vandiver, said this week. Cedar tawa, chairman of the leadership is one of the reasons for apparThe CYF of the First Christian will be done by mail, Dr. Ros- will meet in the county courttraining
committee,
said.
Jekly Raise, Other
farm January 19, 1911, Water- Bluff is the most recently orent indifference, Mr. Noland Church had the largest represen enthal .said.
room here April 2, from 10:30
in the
Saturday, April 5, will be ob- o'clock to 2:30 o'clock, Miss Wilfield was graduated at Murray ganized, she added.
said. Caldwell county had 16 tation of any church
Inefits
State Teachers college in 1932.
persons to die of cancer last North West Area Youth Round- served as Tag Day, and any per- ma Vandiver, home demonstraIn April the clubs will com- Butler Seniors To Have
(By A s s o c i a t e d Press)
up held at Owensboro, March son who has not contributed to
He
was
married
in
1933
to
Laura
year.
plete the six lessons on "Home Pictures Made Mar. 28
tion agent, announced this week.
shington — The policy com23, the Rev. Tom W. Collins the cause will be asked to do
Ferguson.
They
have
three
chilFurnishings," prepared and led
of the National FederaHome and community needs
Checks should be made pay- announced this week.
Members of the Senior Class
so then. Butler High School
of Telephone Workers Mon- dren. Waterfield is a farmer by Miss Vivian Curnutt, home of Butler High School will have able to the American Cancer Sowill be discussed as a basis for
There were 41 members pres- girls will be in charge.
voted to call a nation-wide and newspaper publisher who furnishing specialist, University individual pictures made March ciety, Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, treasselection of lessons for next
ent,
he said, and some leaders
Pupils in the city and county year, she said.
makes
his
home
at
Clinton.
on the Bell Telephone
of Kentucky. The remaining les- 28, L. C. Taylor, superintendent, urer.
at
the
meeting
stated
it
was
schools have already been calat 6 a.m. April 7.
sons will be taught by Miss announced this week. The pic
Miss Aid a Henning and Miss
the largest single group ever to led on to help in this drive, Dr.
(sident Joseph A. Beirne of Morton Enters Race
Vandiver, or a guest speaker.
tures will be grouped, mounted
Leone Gillett, State leaders, will
represent
a
church
at
such
a
Christian Church Choir
Rosenthal said.
fFTW announced action of
Goal for Caldwell county this and hung in the high school as
attend this meeting.
meeting.
Every person in the county
49-member policy commit- For G O P Nomination;
To
Sing
At
Owensboro
,
year is two new clubs and a one large picture.
The
CYF
is
going
ahead
with
Washington — Representative 20 percent increase in memberthe close of the first day's
The adult choir of the First a full scale program of activi- will be asked to help make Den Mothers N e e d e d
in what was announced Thruston B. Morton announced ship, with a minimum of 18 in
Christian Church has been in- ties looking to the World Fel- the campaign a success. A total
Moniay night he is a candidate clubs of fewer than 15 members, Jaycee Officers Will
week-long meeting,
vited to sing at the denomina- lowship Meet, to be held here of 55 children from this county For Cub Pack No. 2 3 9
^e Bell system," Beirne told for the Republican nomination
Several
den
mothers
are
Be
Installed
Tonight
tion's State convention which early this fall, Mr. Collins said. have received aid since 1924
Projects adopted by Homeconference, "by its re- for Governor of Kentucky.
when
the
first
drive
started.
wanted
immediately
to
expand
Newly
elected
officers
of
the
will
be
held
May
6-8,
at
the
makers' Clubs in the State vary
Assisting the young folk were;
to offer counter proposals
He said he expects to have and are studied according , to Jaycees will be installed at
activities of
Princeton's Cub
Owensboro
Christian
Church,
Thomas Winters, Louard Egbert,
demands, and by its ac- the support both of the RepubRev.
Tom
W.
Collins
announced
Pack
No.
239,
Cubmaster
George
o'clock
tonight,
March
27,
at
the
needs, Miss Vandiver said.
Twyman Boren, Gordon Lisanby, Butler Band Will Have
trying to move backward lican Third District organizaEldred told parents attending
KU building, Joe P. Wilcox said this week. The local church has Clyde Kercheval, Jimmy Stallitract matters, has restrict- tion, Louisville and Jefferson
Banquet, Thurs., Mar. 2 7 the monthly Pack meeting in
They are: J. H. Presler, presi- recently purchased fitted robes lins, and Mr. Collins.
A banquet will be given Thurs- the Annex of the Central Prese course of action of the county, and of the State Ad Presbyterians To Have
dent; Russell Goodaker, first for choir members, which will
ition."
day
night, March 27, at 6 o'clock byterian Church Tuesday night.
ministration of Governor Sim- Pre-Easter Services
be
used
for
the
first
time
Easter
vice president; Joe P. Wilcox,
at Butler High School in honor The Pack members put on a
negotiations sought by the eon Willis.
Railway Official At
A Communion Service will be second vice president; C. W. Sunday.
of the band and drill corps, it circus for entertainment of the
[ would cover the $12 weekScott, treasurer; Sam W. Steger,
His expectation of <support held Thursday, April 3, at
Padueah Dies In Mishap
was announced this week. Memincrease and nine other from the Willis forces, Morton o'clock at the Central Presby- State director; James D. Keeney,
Cliff Cox Resigns
Padueah, (AP) — M. R. War- bers of the glee club will not adults present, as their monthly
|>ning items at issue be- said, is based on the fact that terian Church, and on Friday, George Tandy, C. E. Varble and
ren, 64, assistant yardmaster at be guests, as was reported in project.
Hopkinsville Post
the union and the em- Senator John S. Cooper has de April 4, at 7 o'clock there will Ray Woodruff, directors.
the Illinois Central
railroad's The Leader last week, by error. J
V
Cliff Cox, head basketball and
dined
to be a gubernatorial be a Good Friday Service, David
north yard here, was struck by
assistant
football
coach
at
HopCountry Club Not t o
W. Schulherr, pastor, announced
candidate.
a locomotive and killed Monday.
Cinderella Utah Kids
Local P T A Delegates T o
kinsville High School, has tenthis week.
>r Tells Rotarians
Capt. Tilghman Tade of the
Sponsor Horse Show
Attend Padueah Meeting
dered his resignation, to beBeat Kentucky Champs
Padueah police department said
Kentuckian, 106, Dies
Princeton's Fourth Annual
M School Needs
Mrs.
Don
Boitnott
and
four
or
New York, (AP)—Utah's Cin- more effective at the close of witnesses told him Warren walkHazard, (AP) — James Baker, Livestock Market
Horse Show
will not be
L. C. Taylor was guest
five delegates of the local PTA
the
present
school
year,
it
was
ed in front of the locomotive.
The Princeton Livestock Mar- derella kids won the National
sponsored
by
the Country
B[ at Tuesday night's Ro- who was 106 years old last Augchapter
will
attend
a
district
Invitation basketball tournament reported Tuesday. Coach Cox His body was dragged about 40
Club, the board of directors
meeting April 10, in the First
|Club meeting, discussing ust, died Sunday at his home at ket, Brad Lacy, manager, re Monday night, outlasting the de- went to Hopkinsville 3 years
feet. Warren had worked for the
Ky. He ' was
Perry ported this week the cattle marof that organization decided
Christian Church, Padueah.
of Our Schools." Fred Yerkes,
champion
Kentucky ago from Princeton where he railroad 45 years.
ket was fully steady. Total sold fending
county's
oldest
citizen.
Death
folthis week. Satisfactory arJunior Rotarian
for
had been football coach at Butwas 917 head, with No. 1 veals Wildcats 49-45 with a great exlowed
a
five-month
attack
of
inrangements could not be
made a short talk. Four
ler High School several years. Capt. J. W . Thomas On
Mrs. J. L . Walker, Butler
at $25, hogs at $26.75 and top hibition of skill and stamina in
fluenza.
made for a manager for this
of the Dawson Springs
Teacher. Ill A t Home
the rip-roaring final before 18,- He said he intended to stay in Duty In Philippines
baby beeves bringing $23.
event, it was stated by a
*ack Sisk, Bailey AusenMrs. J. L. Walker, mathametics
467 fans at
Madison
Square the coaching business.
Word
has
been
received
by
board member. It is underIn
Veterans'
Hospital
A. Belt and the Rev.
instructor at Butler High School,
Garden.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
F.
Morgan.
N.
stood
the Jaycees and the
Gasoline
Hiked
.8
ct.
S. G. Jarvis, Highland Avenue,
Meacham, were present.
was ill at her home last week
v
R. S. Sneed Coming Home
Rotary
Club have given conHere
Effective
Mar.
24
Jefferson
street,
that
Capt.
J.
W.
Nagle, Standard Oil Co., left Sunday night for Hines Vetwith an Infected hand.
From Louisville Hospital
To Arrive Sundaysideration to taking up this
Gasoline
Went
up
eight-tenths
Thomas
has
arrived
in
Manila.
pe guest of Allen Murphy. erans Hospital, Chicago, where
sponsorship, the three prevof a cent a gallon in Princeton
Miss Martha Sevison will arR. S. Sneed will return home Captain Thomas, an engineer,
e is under treatment.
ious horse shows having atand Caldwell county Monday, W rive Sunday via plane to Evans- this weekend from Baptist Hos- was recently transferred from Tfd^M Special Course
From Hospital
tracted many visitors here
L. Mays reported this week. The ville from New York City, for pital, Louisville, where he un- Japan, and has been in the Army ^Harold Wilson, employe of B
isiting Son In N . Y .
^
C. Haydon has reand proved beneficial to the
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby is in New increase is effective on both reg- a two weeks' vacation with her derwent an eye operation two sine* 1940. He is the husband N. Lusby Co., spent last week
home from the Jennie York City visiting her son. Char- ular and Ethyl gasoline.
entire community,
backers
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry weeks ago, a member of his of the former Anna Belle Mor- in Louisville, where he took a
Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
believe, as well as being finSevison, Eddyville Road. Miss family
advised
Tuesday.
His gan, who resides in California. course in insulation and repairles. who has been ill the last
recovering from a major
ancially profitable.
Mrs. Robert T. Nuckols, Mari- Sevison is a student at Cornell condition ia reported as satis- She.expects to Join him in Ma- ing service of electrical washseveral weeks. His condition is
on.
1
factory.
etta, Ga., is visiting relatives here. University.
ing machines.
nila later.
reported to be improved.

Waterfield Enters
Governor's Race,
Pledges Service
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Y-Teens To Attend
State Conference

iButler Pupils
ifed Superior

Caacer Drive Io
Start April 7

212 Homemakers
In County's Clubs

Phone Unions
Strike Apr. 1

I
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Cotteet
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! Elks Give $100 Io
Easter Seal Drive

Large CYF Group
At Owensboro Meet
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Pennyrile Postscripts SY G. M. P.

The Ex-Lost Sheep Cannot
Weld Party For Victory
An esteemed contemporary, espousing
the candidacy of Congressman Earle C.
Clements for the Democratic nomination
ior Governor, says editorially it is "trying to summon all Democrats that it can
to the party, hoping for their enthusiastic
and militant interest and cooperation,
even if there be some ex-lost sheep among
them", to the end that the party may not
have " a greatly reduced chance of winning in November".
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It seems to us this Democratic editor
is overlooking a vitally important fact, in
connection with his ex-lost sheep . . .
•who are so prominently connected with
the Clements candidacy: That many Democrats either have left their party in recent years because they did not like the
nominees, or have remained away from
the polls, rather than vote Republican,
for the same reason.
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Thurtdoy, March 27, 1947

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Mr. Clements has identified himself for
many years with a faction of the party
which has never cared how it operated,
so long as it kept its leaders in charge of
party affairs. The old Rhea bosses would
not be backing Mr. Clements now if he
had not performed to suit them.
It is noted Candidate Clements has recently seen fit to place himself upon the
defensive by issuing a lengthy statement
to the effect that he did not, personally,
bolt Hon. A . B. Chandler when the latter
was the party's nominee for Governor.
But he does not deny he was in the Rhea
headquarters, at the Seelbach Hotel, for
several weeks after Mr. Rhea had been
defeated for the nomination . . . a headquarters where nothing could be heard
except calumny heaped upon Chandler.
Mr. Clements, in his denial of a personal bolt, says the Rhea headquarters
was kept open to wind up affairs of the
Rhea candidacy in the double primary.
W e have been around State headquarters
in a number of campaigns,
and never
knew a headquarters of a defeated candidate to be kept open so long as was
that of Mr. Rhea. The Donaldson headquarters, for example, was closed within
less than a week following his defeat, in
1943.
It is such appearances of evil that make
many Democrats loath to consider such

party leaders further for places of high
importance; and that, to our way of
thinking, is what is so dangerous . . . in
the interest of Democratic hopes for success in November, as it applies to the
Clements candidacy.
Who is to say that the same Democrats
who stayed away from the polls or
voted Republican in 1943 in sufficient
number to elect Judge S. S. Willis, and
again last fall, when Senator John Sherman Cooper won out, will not do so again
. . . if they feel the man nominated is
not a real party stalwart?
We have said in these columns heretofore and dare say it again: The Gibraltar
of Democracy wnich is the First district
does not care for "sometimes Democrats".
It goes without saying, we think, that
without a very large Democratic majority
in the First district, come November, the
Democratic
nominee will have
little
chance for victory.
It therefore appears foolish, to us, to
hope for unity because of the alliance of
the "ex-black sheep" in the Clements
camp; for we do not believe, on the record
of recent years, they can influence
enough Democrats to vote Democratic in
the general election to get their man in
the office of Governor.
What the Democratic party in Kentucky needs mdst today is the respect and
confidence of the mass of Kentucky voters. Without this, a Democratic nominee
for Governor cannot be elected.
We agree with our esteemed contemporary that we should unite the party
. . . yes, and forgive the lost sheep; but
we- think the latter ought to come back
in the rank and file, leaving less scarred
leaders to step out in front for a while.
If the voters turn to Harry Lee Waterfield and nominate him as their candidate
for Governor, as we hope they will do this
August, he will command the respect of
all elements of the party, of Independent
voters, yes and even some Republicans, so
that the Democrats will have a winner in
Novepiber, instead of another bitter defeat.
For frankly, we cannot find much enthusiasm or militant interest for the alliance of "ex-lost sheep" that is behind
the candidacy of Congressman Clements.

A bloodhound has been purchased by the Kentucky-Division
of Forestry, to use in tracking
down violators of forest fire
laws. "E^ho" is the animal's
name . . . and she will alao find
persons lost in forests, "being
of a gentle and friendly" disposition, the head man says.
*
*
*
There was no question about
which of their members the
Rota.y Club would send to the
San Francisco International convention. Cliff Wood, charter
member and 100 percent attendee is the guy. The doubt arose
over whether they would buy
him more than a one-way ticket
. . . which, Cliff says, they did.
•
*
*

is the new division chief, Veterans Administration, at the
Queen City . . . and is having
a little trouble with some of
the names up there. He says
come and see him when in that
neighborhood.

Joe Wilcox told Hillery Barnett
he has plumb ruined his chances
of being reelected treasurer of
the Elks by purchasing that fine
new car . . . And another friend
advised him there was a movement afoot to request Mayor
Cash to issue a warning for all
women, children and dogs to
stay off the street while he is
learning to drive.

Because Paul H. Harris, founder of Rotary International, "fostered high business ideals" among
the world's citizens . . . Kiwanis
magazine for March pays tribute
to the departed leader for all
Kiwanians. Mr. Harris died recently after being the revered
Rotary sponsor and guide 42
years.

•

*

*

Russell Goodaker, a gent who
performs a variety of helpful
services, especially for youngsters, is promoting two outdoor
basketball goals and bankingboards for the Eastside School
playground. Rumsey Taylor donated necessary lumber, Dick
Gregory, two posts, and Butler
School, two goals. Russell will
get the labor done; and the
ardent young net enthusiasts
will have expanded facilities.
•
*
*
James G. Ratliff has bought a
home place in the Mt. Washington section, Cincinnati. His address is 1314 Burney Lane. Jim

*

*

•

Princeton lost another fine
young man when Arnold Anderson, construction engineer with
the Princeton Lumber Co. the
last several months, moved to
Humbolt, Tenn., where he is
manager of the Kerley Furnitlire
Co. He, his wife and their baby
will be missed here, where they
had made numerous friends.
Arnold was a heavy lifter in
the Jaycees.
*

*

•

•

•

•

Conie Lowry, superintendent
of the Experiment Sub-Station
here, is another who attended
Old Bethel College, Russellville,
and lived for a year in the big
building which was destroyed
by fire there recently, he told
Pennyriler. •
•

*

*

Frequently there has been
some doubt in my mind regarding the educational advantages
of radio . . . its soap operas
leaving me cold; but the stint
done by Johnny Graham, Joe
Little and Ancil Vinson over
the Madisonville station last Friday noon was right down the
alley. The trio of Caldwell gents

talked IB minutes,
and well,
about conservation of top soil.
Any who listened, learned.
*
*
*

Washington Letter
MISS LIBERTY A N D

MRS. KOSS
By. Jane Eads
Washington —• With the exception of the Goddess of Liberty, Nellie Tayloe Ross is the
only woman to have her likeness on a medal or coin produced
by the United States Mint.
Presidents, secretaries of the
*
*
*
treasury and mint directors auAndy Anderson, Hartford, well tomatically get medals. Mrs.
known in this section as the Ross was appointed director of
former operator of movie thethe mint in 1933 by President
aters at Hopkinsville, Eddyvtlle
Roosevelt and has held the Job
and Cadiz, has filed as a candi- ever since.
date for representative in the
Mrs. Ross was the first woman
Kentucky Legislature. He seeks
to be appointed director of the
the Republican nomination from mint. She also had been the
the district comprised by Ohio first woman governor of a state,
and Hancock counties. Andy is having succeeded her husband,
a past president of the Kentucky
William Bradford Ross, as govMotion Picture Exhibitors Assoernor of Wyoming after his
ciation and possesses a fine per- death in October 1924.
sonality, as well as plenty of
The public h^ars little of Mrs.
drive and zip.
Ross. But the first woman of
*
*
•
whom the mint has made an
It Could Be Verse
impression also has made an
There's a crippling paper short- impression on the mint.
age
She directs all The mint instiAnd it nearly takes a mortgage tutions, determines which coins
On the presses and the linotypes should be made in each mint,
to pay the newsprint bill.
allocates all mint appropriations
No kmount of legislation
and is in charge of personnel.
Or of prestidigitation
From the time she first took
Has assuaged the situation, and
over the job, Mrs. Ross has
perhaps it never will.
made changes in the mint methBut it makes us doubly furious
ods.
,
When
the "experts," mostly
She saw that coins were being
spurious,
cut from ingots too narrow,
In interminable discourse, dodge causing many to have to be
the issue, squawk and screech;
made over. She had the ingots
Then, aflame with admiration _ widened. She noted that deOf their futile fulmination,
signs on the quarters vfere too
Sully precious pounds of paper
high for stable stacking and
to preserve a pointless speech, she had them lowered.
Have the gall to send us copies—
Mrs. Ross is a little woman,
they should practice what they
dainty and feminine. She was
preach.
married in September 1902 and
before the death of her husband
(Fulton Leader)

Wanted: An organization to
sponsor Princeton's Fourth Annual Horse Show. The Country
Club directors have voted aot
to sponsor this event, deemed
by many a considerable community assets; so ambitious leadmunity asset; so ambitious leaders, take notice!

her sole claim to distincto
was home-making, bin f j
four children, two of whom
living now - George It,, W 1
the International Chamber
Commerce in New York, >
„Sold I buykiBd
Bradford Ross, general
to „markP
I the j
for the Federal Power Conut
Bion in Washington. She is fgL
times a grandmother.
Her old-fashioned nine-ro*
be a •
apartment in the capital , f,i|V
even later or*
1
with antiques she hag collect! HMT,
j ; S. D e p a r t m « J
from all parte of the counl
predicting!I
She is mistress of a century-,
200-acre tobacco plantation '

K

rVe d ln <°»d
W Z T *

Trappe"
at
Prince Fredarj
T
M d „ and until recently ownet^B

250-acre stock and grain fa
in Virginia.
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•

•

•

•

•

*

Scientists have estimated
the microscopic floating
tation in ocean water totals
tons a square mile.
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Act

ot Congress of

March

the end of conflict,

and we have

slowly assumed the calm

of

peace

while building up the stability which
will enable us to make that peace
endure.

As

we

join

the

joyous

Church

throngs this Easter,

sur-

rounded by loving family, cheering
friends and friendly neighbors we
can make one simple resolution in
behalf of that peace.
solve to

live the

W e can re-

spirit of

Easter

throughout the year . . . and not to
shed our "Sunday manners" of tolerance and sincerity when we hang
away our "Sunday clothes".

And as

the meaning of Easter now fills our
hearts, let it also guide otlr deeds
day in . . . day out.
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The division of the ea
surface into two arctic, two tj
perate and one tropic zone
first suggested in the fifth
tury B. C.
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U. S. railroad freight traffic
creased more than 412 pei
from the low point of the de]
sion in 1932 to the high poii
the war'in 1944; passenger,
fic increased more than 765
cent in the same period.

downwJ

evsntuallyj
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l
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It is estimated that 40
of the total U. S. railroad
senger traffic in 1944 consists
members of the armed force*
a substantial portion of the
mainder represented movem
of the families• of• service
peod
•
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$4,000 and a business building in which
two stores and numerous offices are houswhich our city government finds itself. ed is assessed also at $4,000. Two other
They have tried to show that all depart- buildings in the business district, both
ments of the government are actually practically equal business-location advantage and both the same type of construcsuffering in their efforts to serve the pubtion are assessed thusly: the smaller and
lic and that the small amount of income
older building at $12,000, the larger and
is being spent frugally with a sincere and
almost new building $5,000. One buildcareful eye to operation within that in- ing in the business district renting for
come.
$100 monthly was valued at $1,650.
Consequently, it is obvious that if our
We offer no particular moral to this
pity is to have the government our people «tory except that in it lies a grave inneed for the protection of themselves and justice to some property owners or a partheir properties, it will have to have addi- tial explanation to the current financial
tional income. And that income can come crisis of the city government.
Either
Only through more equitable assessments those landlords with higher assessed valon properties or through special taxation, uations are paying more than their just
a course that is certainly not the most share of the'taxes or those with lower
desirable.
valuations are not paying their just
In the interest of equitable assessments share. When one considers that our city
this newspaper started this week a of 3,000 people is collecting only $32,000
survey of city property valuations as they in total revenues, it would seem that the
appear on the assessment books. The re- latter is true.
port thia week concerns itself with busiA frugal and able City Council can
ness properties only.
worry itself into a frenzy over conditions,
Generally speaking, the valuations of but it can't pull good government out of
most business properties figured about in thin air. The fact still remains—if the
line with the 1944 reports of an average people of Carrollton are to have a good
of 59 percent of actual value with a rate city government and the benefits thereof 75 cents a $100, or about 44 cents a from, they will have to pay for it.
$100 of actual value.
(News-Democrat, Carrollton)
However, there were a few rather
wide discrepancies as will be shown by
the following:
Three buildings of the
Masurements show that at the mouthi
same type and size, two adjoining and
one directly across the street in the of the Hudson river the tidal elevation on
same location were assessed at $2,000, the New York side is about one inch
$3,750
and
$5,500.
Three
other greater than on the New Jersey shore opbuildings of the same type, in the posite.
same block, on the same side of the street
The length of the terrestrial day, acand almost next door to each other, but cording to accurate measuring devices, is
with different frontages were assessed, lengthened one thousandth of a second
38-foot frontage $9,000, 40-foot $8,000 every century because of the gradual
and 50-foot $3,000. Five business build- slowing of the earth's axial rotation.
ings occupying almost half a block have
The Mariana, Marshall and Caroline isa total assessment value of $5,078. One lands, known as Micronesia, are scattered
fwo-story building owned by different over an area larger than that of continpeople had a first floor assessment (busi- ental United States but have an aggregate
ness part) of $3,500 and the second floor area less than that of Rhode Island.
was valued at $4,000. Two buildings on
The tidal pull of the moon and sun
Main Street of the same type and size, have been shown to affect even the level
but with different locations were valued of water in deep artesian wells.
at $6,750 for the better location and $11,Poisonous coral snakes are frequently
135 for the other. A vacant lot in the
confused with the non-poisonous scarlet
business section carries a valuation of
snakes and scarlet king snakes.
sketchily,

S
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White Potatoes
L e f Cattle To Buy

The earlier potatoes are planted the better, as the object is
to enable the potatoes "making
themselves" while there Is still
plenty of soil moisture.
For most of Kentucky, Irish
Cobbler is the best variety, but
in eastern counties, where the
spring rains continue longer,
Green Mountain and Sequoia
succeed admirably. To hasten
the harvest, Bliss Triumph is
sometimes used, but Jhis variety
is so susceptible to blight that
its yield is uncertain.

|A number of farmers are askL -what kind of beef cattle
lould I buy to market late this
[l! and during the winter or
|

1948?"

|N.) one knows what beef catL prices will be a year from
|w, or even later on this year.
|
u «;_ Department of Agrillture is predicting a downe d trend in food prices. W e
|l know a downward moveLnt will eventually take place,
l i t would seem to me our beef
Ittlc men should follow as safe
| route as possible.
I In buying replacement cattle,
I would be very wise to considI small cattle of good quality,
lese will gain as many pounds
I 12 months as larger cattle,
then small cattle are purchased,
I sale price is less than purchase
Lice, there will not be as great
I loss on the head of beef
tught; therefore less loss on
kpitol investment.
[Putting it another way, they
till not have to sell for as much
[pound to get your original inLstment back as will the larkr cattle.
|Kxample: A 400-pound calf at
b cents a pound is $80. This
Llf will gain 400 pounds in a
bar, with good care. This will
lake an 800-pound steer to sejl.
[ would only be necessary to
111 this steer for 10 cents a
bund to get your original inlestment back.
Starting with an 800-pound
leer at 20 cents a pound, you
lave an investment of $160. This
leer will gain about 400 pounds
L 12 months, with good care.
Siis will make a 1200-pound
leer to sell. In this case you
lust sell this steer for $13.33 a
!undred to get your original in|estment back, or $3.33 a hunred more than is necessary to
fll the small steer.
On an advancing market there
I more money to be made with
eavier cattle, but on a declin-

February 28, 1922. Misses Faye
Taylor,
L e r a Thomas
and
Paul Randolph, of Scottsburg,
have entered the Princeton high
school.
V August 4, 1922. Mrs. W. L.
Cummins and son. Aaron, and
ing market, small
much the safer.

cattle

are

Pepri-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
"ranchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Simple Steps <
Chick R«'$$,n9
$utce$

RUT G O O D CHICKS.

1

It paya t o

buy

high-quality c h i c k e , b r e d t o l i v e a n d
( r o w into p r o f i t a b l e m a r k e t b i r d * o r
heavy layer*. I n f e r i o r c h i c k * a r e e x pensive at a n y p r i c e . B u y c h i c k a f r o m
a dependable source.

Certified seed should be used
to escape losses through running out diseases. But even certified seed should be treated
against scab and scurf caused
by germs that may be in the
soil clinging to the seed potatoes. A convenient material is
Semesan Bel, now handled by
seedsmen and druggists.
Land should be broken deep,
to hold all possible moisture,
as potatoes are over 90 percent
water. Deep breaking makes
deep planting possible, to place
deep planting possibl, to place
the potatoes' roots in the coolest
possible surroundings; potatoes
are a "cool" crop. Further t o
February 28, 1922. Mrs. R. J. draw the roots deep, the fertiliWells, Misses Mai Tuggle, Vera zer should be put in the furrow
Owen and Hallie Owen were below the seed pieces.'
A seed piece should have at
among the Princeton people who
attended the dedication of the least one good eye, but more
government hospital at Dawson important than the number of
eyes is the size of the piece
Springs Wednesday.
planted, for on this depends
the vigor of the sprout. ExperiFebruary 28, 1922. Miss Margie
ments have established that an
Amoss attended the Kentucky
adequate weight is 1V4 ounce,
Utilities Company meeting of
with the eye located at the far
officers and managers at the
edge from the stem of the seed
Seelbach Hotel, Louisville, last
potato. So situated, the eye can
week.
best draw all the driving power
the seed piece contains.
August 8, 1922. Miss Rose
Cultivation should be complete
Mary Kaufman has returned
enough
to uproot all weeds, but
from a pleasant visit to family
not deep enough ever to reach
of Mrs. Ellie Mayes, at Petersthe roots. The soil's surface
burg, Va. She was accompanied
should be kept level. Hilling,
home by Miss Dorothy Mayes,
"laying-by" is quite unnecessary,
who will visit friends in the city
except possibly to close soil
for a few weeks.
cracks the tubers may make.
Worse, at may be decidedly
August 11, 1922. Miss Sula
harmful, as ridges dry out more
Nail is home after spending her rapidly than level soil. At best, it
vacation in Louisville and Wash- is labor wasted.
ington, D. C.
More information on growing
potatoes will be found in KenJ August 25, 1922. Miss Pearl
tucky circular 307, which may
Crow, Mrs. John Holloway and
be had at offices of county
Mr. Garnett Crow returned from
agents or home demonstration
Bowling Green last week where
agents, or from the Experiment
they have been attending school.
Station at Lexington.
Garnett, however, returned to
Bowling Green Monday afternoon.
Women 4-H Leaders
Homemakers Club members
A August 29, 1922. Mrs. Lily in Shelby county are cooperating
Campbell and Miss Frances Eld- with 4-H'ers by serving as
red left Friday morning for New leaders in their clubs, says
York. They will sail for Europe Home Agent Dorothy Smithers.
September 2 for a year's visit. Twenty homemakers are helping 4-H club girls in their
4 August 29, 1922. Mrs. John sewing projects, and six in food
Brooks, of Paducah, who took projects. Four homemakers are
part in the Gilbert-Brooks Re- serving as community 4-H club
cital program at the Princeton leaders.
Music Store, is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Duke Pettit.
Everybody reads The Leader!

YOUNG -HELLO GIRL'—Nine-year-old Ollie Jane Beery takes
her turn at the telephone switchboard in Shambaugh, Iowa
(March 17), filling in after school hours for her mother, who is
ill. (AP Wirephoto)

GRANDMOTHER
8 T O W A"
W A Y f— Mrs. Grace Albanese,
49, Bronx,
New York City
grandmother, arrives in New
York (March 18) after stowing
away on the liner
Marine
Perch at Genoa, Italy. She said
that she was anxious to return
to attend the wedding of her
daughter, Anne, in San Diego,
Calif., March 28,
and was
forced into the role of stowaway when her husband failed
to send her passage money.
The husband, Frank Albanese,
sent the money to the pier
(March 18) and also announced the wedding date had been
changed to June 10. (AP Wirephoto)

Plans are under way for a bigger and better fair at Hopkinsville. The event will be held
July 1, 2, 3, 4 at Blue Lantern
Farm, one mile west of IIopkinrville on the Cadiz Jlond.
Already a large number of the
fine harness horses have been
entered in the $1,000 stake races
to be held each afternq^fi at
the Fair. Also, in addition, running races will be presented
each afternoon.
J. T. Johnson, Hopkinsville,
treasurer of the Fair, says the
premium list has been increased
to draw the best show animals
obtainable for competition. Shows
will be held for mules, dairy
cattle, beef cattle, hogs, and
sheep. Horses will be shown
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday nights.

Brooder Saves Lambs
Gilbert Blankenship of Boyd
county saved 30 out of 31 lambs
born to 24 ewes during a cold
spell, by placing a lamb and
ewe in a brooder house where
heat was available. Mr. Blankenship told Farm Agent Henry
Pope that he realized $560 from
the sale of lambs and wool from
his flock last year.

"And when we get married . . . we'll boy
all of our clothes from H O W E R T O N ' S . They
have all the latest styles."

Sanv

Mcmrrbmh

A tobacco planter, lime spreader and coke stove, made by Herman Dutschke of Holt, aroused
considerable interest at the labor
One hundred pounds of certi- saving show held in Breckinfied Ky. 31 fescue seed have ridge county.
been purchased for trial test
throughout Carter county.
Betty J e a n Wayne, 4-H club
member, received the highest
score in Pendleton county for
both canning and clothing projects for 1946.
The Marion County Farm Bureau has a total membership
of 664, the largest number it
has ever had.
From One ladino clover demonstration last year in Monroe
county, the number has grown
to 40 plots now seeded, with
seed purchased for 20 more.
The 4-H club enrollment in
Caldwell county has reached a
total of 1,094, the largest 4-H
club membership in the history
of the county.
Two banks in Hazard will
sponsor the Perry county corn
derby this year, $60 for cash
prizes being provided.
Claude Townsend of Powell
BETTER FAMILY NUTRITION -- milk's natural goodness plus
county has 35 acres of Ky. 31
fescue grass which he expects
400 U.S.P. units per quart of Vitamin D -- for longer-lasting bones
to harvest for seed this year.
Kentucky 22 tobacco outyieldand teeth.
ed by 456 pounds an acre a nondiesase resistant variety on the
farm of W. S. Howell, MontCREAMERY-DELICIOUS FLAVOR -- homogenization puts
gomery county, and brought a
much higher price.
cream in every drop, peps up meals, between-meal snacks, bedA cook book containing 240
favorite recipies of homemakers
time raids on the ice-box.
in Boyd county has been printed and is being sold to replenish
the treasury.
Willie Wright of Green county
sold eggs for $74.50 from 81 hens
during January, total feed costs
being $34.40.
In Leslie county where 14,500
Phone 161
fruit trees were planted in 194546, the goal for 1947 is to have
250 farmers set out fruit trees.

The Real Thing Is Always Best

Vitamin

Milk

Princeton Cream & Butter Company

C O N F I N I CHICKS TO H O V I t .
When
chick* arrive place them under brooder
a n d f i v e f e e d a n d w a t e r . Uae a g u a r d
o f h e a v y r i f id t a r p a p e r o r wiro n e t ling t o k e e p chick* near atove a n d
f r o m h u d d l i n g in c o r n e r * .

6 WEEKS
ONE P U L L E T
PER S q FOOT

INCOURAGI CASLY IATINO.

Place

OIVI CHICKS B O O M . D o n ' t o v e r c r o w d .
P r o v i d e I s q u a r e f o o t o f floor a p a c e f o r
•very 2 c h i c k * . A 10 x 14 b r o o d e r h o u e e
i* a d e q u a t e f o r 2 4 0 c h i c k * a t s t a r t .
After 6 w e e k * , t a k e o u t c o c k e r e l * a n d
leave the pullet*.

W a y n e Chick Starter o n paper plate*
o r low container* near brooder s t o v e
t h e first d a y , a n d g i v e c h i c k a p l e n t y
o f fresh drinking water. Start uainf
regular chick hopper* aecond d a y .

RR O V I 0 1 H O R R I R S A N D
ROUN.
TAINS. F o r e a c h SO c h i c k * u s e o n e
c h i c k feed h o p p e r 2 - f e e l l o n g a n d •
1 gallon w a t e r f o u n t a i n . A t 3 w e e k e .
feeding a n d d r i n k i n g a p a c e a h o u l d b e
doubled.

i n CHICKS OUTSIDI. A f t e r 2 w e e k *
c h i c k * s h o u l d b e let o u t d o o r * in g o o d
west her. T h e ground ahould be clean,
free f r o m parasites and c o v e r e d with
graae. Uae s m a l t p e n t o k e e p c h i c k *
close t o houee.

Glve^your'home the charm
and freshness, the beauty

2 LBS WAVNr C H I C K
STARTER PER CHICK

and fashion-right ness o f
Imperial Washable Wall pa pert.
See them in
Our showroom, today!

Wamorcham

M I S 1 R O U N D S OR W A V N S . P e e d
W a y n e C h i c k S t a r t e r until y o u h a v e
" * s d 2 p o u n d s per c h i c k . Y o u r , c h i c k * ,
will he S o r S w e e k s o l d . t h e n c h s n g o
»« Wayne Growing Mash and inler-

nwHiM.

. ..

i

i

Pat Wade, Supt.

WERY
LAUNDRY

Hopkinsville

Road

Phone 127-J

The Complete Paint Store

Thursday, March 27,19 (
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Men's Club Chorus To
Sing At Methodist
Revival Friday Night
Six Western Kentucky
Counties Will Be Represented At Meet
Representatives of six Western
Kentucky counties will attend a
farm-Industry
conference
at
Hopkinsville Thursday
night,
Mar. 27.
W. Q. Shoulders, president of
the Caldwell County Farm Bureau; John F. Graham, county
agent, and M. P. Brown, Jr.,
will represent this county.
One of the sponsors, F. A.
Yost, said purpose of the meeting is to get Kentucky farmers
and business men "to face their
problems together."
Speakers
will include Dr.
Ralph Woods, president of Murray State Teachers College.

The Methodist Men's Club will
hold its regular March mating
Friday night at Ogden Memorial
Methodist Church, in connection
with revival in progress there.
The dinner meeting will not
be held but members of the club
will attend the 7:30 o'clock night
service in a body, to hear a special message by the Rev, Dr.
Wade Weldon, who is delivering
the sermons in the revival.
A men's chorus, made up of
40 members of the club, will
occupy the choir loft that night
and will sing special music.
Darrell Taylor, of Ventura, Calif.,
who 1s leading the music will
be in charge of and will also
sing.
Friday night will be known
as Men's Night, with the public
cordially invited to attend.
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The Missionary Society ot the
First Presbyterian church, Fredonia, met with Mrs. J. B. Sory
and Miss Dura Young, Friday
afternoon, Mar. 21.
In the absence of the president, Mrs. C. W. Dilworth, vicepresident, Mrs. W. M. Young
had charge of the business
meeting. The devotional was
given by Mrs, James Landis.
Leader: Mrs. J. B. Sory, using
as Topic for the month—"Above
the Sceptured Sway." "Brothers,"
was the article given by Mrs.
W. M. Young. Miss Imogene
Wigginton gave "Let us season
mercy with justice". Special piano music, Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Refreshments were served to
Mrs. W. M. Young, Mrs. Jimmy
Landis, Mrs. J. E. Hillyard, Mrs.
Cecil Brasher, Miss Dorothy
Parr, Miss Imogene Wigginton,
Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, Mrs. J.
B. Sory and Miss Dora Young.

Birthday
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Dinner

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Turley,
Fredonia, entertained
Sunday
with a birthday dinner in honor her mother, Mrs. Ellen Turley who is celebrating her 95th
birthday. The long dining table
was laden with food at the
noon hour. The center decoration
was a huge vase of multi-colored
gladiolas as a gift from her
granddaughter and husband, Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Hunt, of Marion.
On either side of the bouquet
were two birthday cakes, one
bearing the inscription, "Happy
Birthday Mammy", a gift from
her granddaughter, Miss Ida
Belle Turley, Evansville, Ind.
Candles were used for lighting
and enhancing the beauty of the
table.
The honoree received many
beautiful and pracitcal gifts, and
in spite of her years, enjoyed
the day thoroughly with her
family and friends.
Present: Mr. and Mrs. John A.
Hunt, and baby, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hunt, and Mr. and Mrs.
Harve Hunt and sons, Tim and
Shorty, all of Marion; Miss Ida
Belle Turley, Evansville; Mrs.
Martin Turley and baby, Mattie
Louise, Auburn.
Miss Mary
Louise Turley,
Glendale; Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Glenn, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Babb, Miss Carma Babb, Miss
Lily Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Turley and children, Allen
and Ann; Miss Mabel Harris,
Miss Rachel Turley, J. A. Wilson, Walter Baldwin, Miss Mary
James, Mrs. Baker and Mrs.
Hunt, all of Marion, and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Turley and son.
The United States has issued
more than 656 billion dollars
worth of postage stamps.

Moke your next suit a
STYLE-MART. Notice the finer
fit, greater comfort end
extra smartness "NECK ZONE"
tailoring will give you.

Marvin Pogrotsky returned to
the University of Kentucky, Lexington. Tuesday after spending
Spring holidays with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky, W.
Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Davis, New
Castle, Ind., and Mrs. W. D.
Goodloe, Rumsey, visited relatives here several days last week
enroute home from a six weeks'
stay at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Paul Cunningham left Tuesday for Lexington, where he is
a student at University of Kentucky, after spending Spring holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Cunningham, S. Jef
ferson street.
Mrs. W. B. Brooks, Sturgis,
visited her daughter, Mrs Hugh
1*—
A. Goodwin, last week.Mrs. W. B. Brooks and Mrs.
Hugh A. Marshall spent Monday
of last week in Marion, visiting
Mrs. Arthur Lynch.
Miss Sarah Goodwin, Albany,
Ind., has been ill of a throat infection at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Hopkinsville street, the last
week.
Allan Watson, student at University of Kentucky, spent last
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Watson, McNary
street.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Robinson
and daughter, Nancy, Gurley,
Ala., left Monday after a visit
to her sister, Mrs. E. L. Williamson, and family, N. Jefferson
street.
Miss
Minnie Crowder and
Wayne Catlett spent last weekend in Bowling Green with Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Solley and son,
George Catlett.
Rumsey Taylor, Jr., returned
to Georgia Tech, Atlanta, Sunday after spending the weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Rumsey
Taylor,
Sr.,
Locust
street.
Miss Rosa Nell Wood, Marion,
spent Saturday and Sunday here
visiting friends and relatives.
Jean Carolyn Ratliff, student
at University of Kentucky, Lexington, spent last weekend with
friends and relatives here.
Cadet Larry Pedley, K.M.I.,
Venice, Fla., will arrive Sunday
to spend Spring holidays with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M.
Pedley, Locust street.
Billy Lowry returned Tuesday
to University of Kentucky, Lexington, after spending the holidays with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. S. J. Lowry, Hopkinsville
Road.
Barney Linton, student at University of Kentucky, Lexington,
spent last weekend with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. F. T. Linton,
Locust street.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee Beck.
Lexington, spent last weekend
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Beck, West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Speck,
Paducah, spent Saturday with
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks, Eddyville Road.
Mrs. R. D. Garrett and Miss
Katharine Garrett were visitors
in Hopkinsville Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Anson Kuykendall and Mrs. J. H. Leech have
returned
home after a two
months' visit to relatives in Sarasota and Avon Park, Fla.
Miss Martha Jane Lester has
returned to Vanderbilt University, Nashville, after spending
spring vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lester,
Washington street.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stallings
and sons of Louisville, visited
Mr. and Mrs. David Stallings
last weekend.
Miss Sara Delia Cunningham,
student at MSTC, spent several
days last week with her father,
Mark Cunningham and brother,
"Mickey".
Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Wilcox
and children spent Sunday with
friends in Murray.

At The Churches

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, Minister
Sunday, March JO, 1047.
0:43 a.m. Sunday School.
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship,
"The Church and Stewardship".
8:30 p.m. Wlestmlnater Fellowship.
7:00 p.m. Evening Worship,
"The Triumphal Entry."
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METftODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
The revival will
continue
through Sunday night. Services
are being held daily at 7:30 a.m.
and 7:30 pjn. Regular Sunday
services will be a part of the
revival.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
Many of our members were
present at the Central Presbyterian Church Sunday night to
welcome Rev. David Schulherr.
Most of the C. Y. F. group returned from the Sprink Roundup in Owensboro in time for
the service there.
Mr. Collins spoke at the First
Christian Church, in Hopkinsville, Wednesday night at a preEaster service.
The topic ot the sermon Sunday will be "The Triumphal Entry." An unusually large crowd
is expected as we celebrate
Palm Sunday. The Adult Choir
will present special music and
Mr. Collins will bring a message in song.
Friends and visitors continue
to help fill the pews Sunday.
We sincerely hope you will return as often as possible.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
8:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN
J. P. Bright, Minister.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. Mr.
R. C. Coleman, Supt.
Morning Worship 11 a.m. Sermon by the minister.
Youth Fellowship 6 p.m.
Evening Worship 7 p.m. Subject: "The Unseen Christ".
We begin our Holy Week Sunday night with services each
evening throughout the week at
7:30 o'clock. General theme will
be "Seeing and Understanding
Christ Better," with subtopics as
follows: "The Unseen Christ;"
"The Veiled Christ;" "The Christ
of the Church;" "The Christ of
Gethsemane;" "The Condemned
Christ;" "The Christ of the
Tomb;"
'The
Risen
Christ;"
"The Revealed Christ."
These topics will be illustrated
with reproductions of some of
the world's great religious paintings. The public is cordially invited to attend all these services.

Mrs. Harriet E. Farley
A map of Cedar Hill Cemetery,
| prepared by Hewlett McDowell
and Earl Adams, was accepted
at Monday night's Council meeting, attended by the Mayor and
ail Cquncllmen.
The map is arranged in sections with grave lots numbered
and names of lot owners entered in an index to each section. It is the first complete
map of the cemetery ever made
and its proper use will be ot
much benefit in keeping ownership of lots accurately identified, it was said.
Non-observance of stop signs
by motor vehicles in going to
a fire was condemned and enforcement of the ordinance prohibiting such practices was ordered; applicable to all vehicles excepting the fire truck,
bu\ not excepting firemen proceeding to a fire in a motor vehicle other than the fire truck,
it being stated that the hazard
of life was greater than the
gain in time in reaching a fire
under such practices.

Rook

Party

Mrs. Arlie Vinson, Mrs. Hampton Carner and Mrs. Cecil Brasher entertained Saturday night,
Mar. 22, with 14 tables of Rook,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Vinson.
Refreshments were served to
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Baker, Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Dan Bugg, Mr.
and Mrs. Euclid Quertermous,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris, Mr.
and Mrs. James Blackburn, Mr.
and Mrs. Hervy Thompson, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman,
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Akridge,
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, Mr.
and Mrs. James Landis, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilford Baker, Mr. and
Mrs. Byrd Guess, Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton Carner, Mr. and Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett, Mr. and Mrs.
Dock Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Burton, Mrs. Carrie Ordway,
Mrs. Madge Riley, Mrs. Gladys
Walker, Floyd Ordway, Marc
Blackburn, and Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Vinson.
HOLINESS CHURCH
Rev. William Cunningham, pastor
The regular fellowship meeting will be held at the Princeton Holiness Church, Madisonville road, Monday night, Mar.
Many visiting ministers will be
there expounding the word of
God.

Funeral services for Mrs. Harriet E. Farley, 81, who died at
her home on Princeton, Route 1,
March IB from a heart ailment,
were held at Donaldson Baptist
Church March 20, with the Rev.
Reed Rushing officiating, assisted by the Rev. E. R. NdeL
Survivors are her husband,
John A. Logan Farley; a son, J.
D. Asher, two daughters, Mrs.
Dema Watson and Miss Allle
Asher; seven grandchildren, Lillard F. Watson, John L. Wwtaon,
Paul Watson, Luke Watson, Virgil E. Watson, Mrs. Pat Tyrie,
all of Princeton, Route 1, and
Mrs. Malcolm Franklin, Eddyville; four great-grandchildren,
Lester Dane Watson, Reuben
Lew
Franklin,
David
Reed

Franklin and Jane Lee Tyrfe
Pallbearer* were Lillard, Jo
L., Paul, Luke and Virgil
Watson and Pat Tyrle.
girls were Mrs. Malcolm Frai
lln, Mrs Pat Tyrle, Mrs. LIU,
Watson, Jim Ella Watson, V
John L. Watson, Mrs. Virgil
Watson, Allamagyne and a
bara Nelle Morse.
Buriii was in the chui
cemetery.

Grass Fire Burns Are
Fatal To Aged Man
John E. France, 78-yesrJ
resident of the Trenton ccJ
munity,. died at Jennie Stud
Hospital, Hopkinsville, SaturdJ
night of burns received seve]
hours earlier when his cloth
were ignited as he sought to j
tinguish a sage grass fire th
was threatening to destroy 1
brother-in-law's automobile.

In spite of Automobile and Truck Insurance increases, we are able,to write your New State
Law Liability and Property Damage Insurance for:
1. Automobile-unlimited driving

$22.50 per year

2. Farm Pickup —

$22.50 per year

—

3. Farm l ' / 2 Ton Truck

$38.00 per year
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BLUE SPRINGS BAPTIST
Rev. John T. Cunningham will
preach
Sunday
morning, 11
o'clock, at the Blue Springs Baptist Church.
Everybody reads The Leader!
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er outfit select from the

PRECfoUS
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following:

SCHEME IN YOUR HOME . . . .

SHIRTS -- by Enro and
Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1109
As Sketched

Mark Twain.
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your
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foot.
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cleanable,

it's

the

miracle shoe of the y e a r —
and only

• NECKWEAR by Regal and Beau Brummell. (Silks, wools and
rayons)
• S O C K S by Hole
Proof a n d Musingwear . . . solids and
fancy colors . .
nylons and wools.

• GREATER
SENSITIVITY
•

White and Fancies

S U P E R H E T E R O D Y N E S
f

"

'

sweaters with or without sleeves.

Also in Red Plastic
White Plastic too

with 8 tub* performance
• •Dutiful! Colorful!

radio . . . a FADA radio

Wood Bros.
Dad
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Store"

DANA WOOD
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Sizes 4 to 9
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Where your $ $ have
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The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Griesch,
Louisville, on the birth of a
daughter, Linda Jo, March 17.
Mrs. Griesch is the former Jodene Brannock.

h> Art
I Man
r
Trenton c T
[Jennie S w
lille, SatuZ'

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cash Thatcher, Hanberry Apts., on the
birth of u son, Richard David,
March 14.

Iceived s « 2
sought V) a

Mr. and Mrs. William Francis
Cortner, Cobb, Route 1, on the
birth of a daughter, Wanda Lee,
March 10.

rtss
tit
0
destroy Jj

itomobila, •

Ensign and Mrs. A. G. Butler,
Jr., South Bend, Ind., on the
birth of a daughter, Linda Lou,
March 20.
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ancefors
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•er year
^er year

Mrs. James Lee Beck was
iiss Louise Dudley McClanaan before her marriage last
Wednesday night at Ashland
ivenue Baptist church. She
l the daughter of Mrs. Bettie
IcClanahan, of Lexington, and
r. W. McClanahan, of Martin.

Mr. and Mrs. James D. Keeney,
E. Market street, on the birth
of a daughter, Diana Lea, March
19, at Princeton Hospital. Mrs.
Keeney is the former Kathryn
GresRam.

club will meet at 6:30 o'clock
in the Annex for supper. The
program will follow.
Miss Gladys Pickering and
Mrs. A. B. Moss are in charge
of arrangements.
The Evitom club is composed
of younger women and business
women of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd,
Mrs. Frank Craig is club
lute 2, announce the engagepresident.
fent of their daughter, Mildred,
Mr. W. Clinton Perry, son of
Wood Circle Will Meet
[. and Mrs. Walter Perry, WilL Warehouse Road. Date for With Mrs. John Ed Young
The Wood Circle of the Cenk wedding has not been set.
tral Presbyterian Church will
meet Thursday with Mrs. John
Clanahan - Beck
Ed. Young at her home on
Iiss Louise Dudley McClanaMain street, Mrs. Owen Ingram,
i, daughter of Mrs. Bettie
president, announced this week.
Clanahan, Lexington and V.
Mrs. Roy Willingham, now of
McClanahan, of Martin, bePaducah,
will
present
the
ne the bride of James Lee
program.
fk, Princeton, at a ceremony
tmnized at 8 o'clock Wed50th
Anniversary
Iday night at Ashland AveMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Johnsl Baptist Church, Lexington,
ton will entertain at their home
[he bride was given in marin Mexico Tuesday afternoon,
ie by her brother, Roy W.
April % from 4 until 6 o'clock
Clanahan.
in honor of the fifthieth annilie maid of honor was Miss
versary of her parents, Mr. and
| Jean Carpenter, of LexingMrs. Albion Fremont Wixson.
I ABridesmaids
were Mrs.
Invitations have been received
Irge H. Moody, and Miss
by friends here.
Ina Johnson, both of Lexin ford Price, of Princeton
best man. Ushers were V.
McClanahan Jr., brother of
bride, and George H. Moody.
|e ceremony was followed by
peption at the home of the
k's mother.
Iter a wedding trip, Mr. and
I Beck will live in Lexington
|e bride is a graduate of
p Clay High school. Mr.
I was graduated from Butler
I school and is now attende e University of Kentucky.
I a veteran of World War
Iving served two years with
Waval Air Corps.

>m Club To
f
March 27
b Virginia Morgan will be
beaker at the monthly
P"! of the Evitom club of
fentral Presbyterian Church
Iday night, March 27. The

Attend

Wedding

VMr. and Mrs. J. T. Beck and
daughter, Rose Marilyn, and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry M. Price and
sons, Sanford, Billy and George,
attended the wedding of Miss
Louise Dudley McClanahan and
Mr. James Lee Beck at Lexington last Wednesday.

Silver

J/cke Ttuo

Delightful to the touch and sight . . .
such are the fabrics that inspired designers to turn out these dresses. Solids
a n d prints dramatically draped, gracefully pleated, ingenuously designed for
you.
Hats be-flowered and be-ribboned . . .

of them charming little flatterers destined

Tea

A "Silver Tea" will be given
Monday night, March 31, at the
First Christian Church by the
ladies of the chiirch at 7:30
o'clock, it is announced by Mrs.
Emery Dobbins.
Included on the program will
be an organ meditation by Mrs.
Everett Cherry, a vocal solo by
Mrs. Ernest Smith, a review of
"Behold Your King" by Mrs. H.
C. Lester, a vocal solo by the
Rev. Tom W. Collins and remarks and prayer by the Rev.
Collins.

to walk off with the crowning glories in the
Easter Parade.

». It's, the new-sea ion colorl Here,
your classic sling pump in smooth
calfskin with the new spaded sole I
jr Also Brown or Black calf. $ 7 . 9 5

Suits as individual as your finger print — to
make every precious minute of your d a y and

ceton Shoe Co
Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray

all

night a smart one — to make you the focal
point of interest in any group.
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Nurse Bette Petrash of St.
Mary's Hospital, Philadelphia,
Pa., holds a day-old baby boy
shortly after the infant was
found (March 18) in a storeroom near the hospital, stuffed
feet-first in a large shopping
bag. Physicians said the baby
is normal and healthy. (AP
Wirephoto)
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TALMADGE LEAVES CAPITOL A F T E R COURT R U L I N G —

Herman Talmadge, claimant to governorship of Georgia, leaves
his office in Atlanta, Ga., (March 19) after the supreme court
ruled that Lieut.-Gov. M. E. Thompson is the governor. (AP
Wirephoto)

Navesink Light, N. J., with 25
million candlepower, was formerly the most brilliant lighthouse in the U. S.; it now operates at 5,000 candlepower.
Enameled glass made by the
Saracens was valued by the
kings and nobles of Europe during the Middle Ages.
Early U. S. stamps were not
perforated and the sheets had to
be scissored apart.
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HOW YOU mil
BENEFIT BY READING

Subtcrfb* no* to
Mill apodal "getocguolnted" offer
— 1 month f o r i |

_ <0. a.ftmds)*

ft Tho Christian Science Publishing Society
One, Norway Street. Boston 15, Mots., U. S. A .

Ie
f Jl. for which pleas* send m* Th* ChrUtltw
ij Scienc* Monitor for on* month.

I
|\ Str—t

I t i l e n to
The C h r i s t i a n \1
Science Monitor V i e « $ the \
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Thursday
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Irojdrasting Compare

The only time during the year
when more than eight bells are
sounded on shipboard is at midnight New Year's Eve, when 16
bells are sounded.

HOPKINSVILLE

708 SOUTH MAIN

NEW DODGE
THE

THE SAFEST, LONGESTWEARING TIRE EVER BUILT
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Cornette's
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CAR

THAT

IS REALLY

NEW

lOOK rttE CLOTHES ARE
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WH/...
IT RINSED $ TIMES
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• UP TO 5 5 %
STRONGER

New Bayon Cora BaftlSured Body Gives Extra
Protection Against
Blowouts

• UP TO 6 0 % MORE
NON-SKID ANGLES

Its All-Fluid-Drive gives
it the smoothest performance
in history. Its economy makes
it your dependable investment
for the years

New Saftl-Orip Tread
Provides Extra Protection
Against Skidding

J/J R a y o n C o r d a t
/ R e g u l a r Price*
'•Kayo* cord bodies lit Isroer
•lis, sili s-strength cotfco
cord bodies I* smsll«r /
i (lies until more rayon Ar.
X
It avail* bt*.
jY/i

• UP TO 3 2 %
LONGER WEAR

automatic

Wider, flatter tread especially compounded with
Vitamic Bubber gives
g r e a t e r Resistance to
weather and wear and
assures extra mileage.

Blackburn's Garage
Washington St.

OAMPOjf
CLOTHES.

C LEAKS
ITSELF!

Rowland Motor Co.
So. Jefferson

Riley's D-X Station

Leneet Priced Cmr with
Ail T k e i e Bmeie
Feature*

West Main

Talley Baker's D-X Station
Fredonia, Ky.
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Byron Williams Texaco
Plum St.

Monarch Station, Cadiz St.

COMPLETE

Gayle Kilgore

W . L. Mays, Cadiz St
Tractor & Implement Tires

Phone 88
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Are Urged

fFight Cost Of
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AAA News

To

Living

and the League of Women Shoppers as well as four housewives,
a social settlement worker, / •
jeanette
Turner,
executive
teacher and others. Chairman of
secretary 0 f the New York City the Committee is Miss Mildred
| Consumer Council, says women A. Gutwillig. There also is a
could do a lot to pull down the Delegate Council composed of
high cost of living, if they would two representatives from each of
Uoulder their own responsibi- the 88 affiliated organizations
representing an alleged half milI lities.
• Women all over the country lion consumers.
complain bitterly about high
The executive committee meets
prices and how hard it is "to
monthly,
takes up issues it conI make ends meet," she said. "But
I they lay the blame on everybody siders timely, plans a campaign
[else and Jet the matter drop and passes it on to the Delegate
[there. They don't know the pow- Council which carries it out into
|er they may weild to get Con- the community.
"For example," says Mrs. Tur[fress, their state legislature and
ner,
"during the OPA holiday in
[their municipal councils to enact
^ J legislation which could have the fall of 1946, we launched a
laome effect on the high cost of buyer's strike to check inflation.
The executive board issued a
living.
"This is a very complex, in- statement which was widely carvolved problem. It takes a great ried by the local press and radio
many people working patiently urging buyers to buy only the
and persistently with good will necessities of life to keep prices
if we are to make any headway. from spiraling. We also distributThere are few women who could ed many leaflets, arranged demonstrations in front of departnot give a few hours a week.
"It's no use their saying they ment stores and on street cordon't know what to do. They ners. We were deluged with re
can easily find out if they will quests from all parts of the
give a little time to reading country.
newspapers, intelligent study,
" W e make no claim that prices
working with other people and came down generally in this
[writing their lawmakers. We area as a result. But we do say
need the help of housewives es- that 'the stores found that conpecially. They represent a force sumers would not buy shoddy
[of millions."
merchandise. The consumer reMrs. Turner, mother of three sistance brought cut-price sales
land a Queens housewife, gives in shoddy material that might
[her time free to her job in the otherwise have been bought at
New York City Consumer Coun- much higher prices. Beter qualicil, a coordinating agency of 06 ty merchandise is now coming
church, civic
social, fraternal into the market at^ the same
and labor organizations in the price. This is in effect a cut in RESCUERS SCRAMBLE TO SAFETY ON OVER TURNED LIFEBOAT—Crewmen from the S. S.
General W. H. Gordon scramble to safety on and beside the overturned lifeboat they attempted
[New York metropolitan area. It price.
was organized with the aim of
" W e feel that our most impor- to launch to rescue 10 men from the bow of the broken tanker Fort Dearborn March 14, 1,100
[giving Consumer Jones and his tant job was in making the con- miles northwest of Honolulu, T. H. (AP Wirephoto)
[wife an effective instrument by sumer aware that he himself had
the northern states that Alta Europeans Sing
[which they can have a voice in we should have runaway inflafescue was not so palatable. Dr.
[maintaining their standard cf tion with all the economic disFergus also states that there American Hits
|living at a price they can afford. something to say about whether
Berlin—(j<P)—Meet a youngster
is a difference in the looks of
The Council has an executive aster that means or hold the
the two strains in the spring of in the Balkans singing "Don't
Iboard of 20 men and women in- line."
More than 600 farmers will the year while they are similar Fence Me In" or a farmer in
[ eluding representatives of a milk
produce seed of the much-talk- in appearance at some other Italy humming "To Each His
cooperative, the CIO, the AFL Everybody Rears The Leader!
own" and it's a fair bet they
ed-about Ky. 31 fescue grass times of the year.
heard these American tunes on
"Ky.
31
fescue
has
proved
its
this year, according to an anone of radio Munich's most poworth
in
numerous
trials
under
nouncement of the Kentucky
Seed Improvement Association a great variation of conditions pular programs entitled "Die
at Lexington. The association throughout the state of Kentuc- Zehn der Woche (The Ten of
the Week)".
issued the following warning ky while Alta fescue has not
been extensively tested throughIts weekly list is selected from
abdut farmers accepting other
out the state. Ky. 31 fescue is listener requests. So popular is
grasses as substitutes for festhe only variety or strain of
the program that it draws an
A Limited Number of
cue 31:
fescue that is eligible for certiaverage of four to five thous"Ky. 31 fescue has no substi- fication in Kentucky. There are
and letters, postcards and teleAir-Conditioned
tute. It has been reported to a lot of other fescues but there
grams a month. This jumps to
this office by county agents and is only one Ky. 31 fescue. Ky.
seven thousand a month when
farmers that seed of Alta fescue 31 fescue cannot be certified if American
musical films are
is in Kentucky and being offer- grown within 10 rods of Alta playing in Munich. Currently
fescue
or
any
other
strain
of
ed for sale to Kentucky farm"Sun Valley Serenade," with
ers as a substitue for Ky. 31 tall fescue."
Sonja Henie and the late Glenn
fescue. County agents and farmMiller, is playing in Munich and
ers should bear in mind that
Amethysts were believed by requests for songs from this
there is no substitute for Ky. the ancient Greeks to be a rem- film have topped requests in
While they lost.
31 fescue. Dr. E. N. Fergus ad- edy for drunkenness.
recent weeks.
vised us that Ky. 31 fescue has
produced more hergabe than
Alta fescue in two trials where
the two were compared in Kentucky. He thinks Ky. 31 fescue
Phone 362
is possibly more palatable than
Alta fescue since it has been reported from trials in some of
(By Adelaide Kerr)
(AP Ntw»t«»ture»)

600 Will Grow

Ky. 31 Fescue Seed

JUST RECEIVED
Ice - Boxes
$45 Each

Citizens Ice Company

Men and iivmen everywhere

acclaim

THE NEWEST CHEVROLET

The new
TUNIC SUIT
by
PRINTZESS

The Caldwell County A A A
Committee was notified thif
week -by the State committee
that allocation of 1946 funds
for payments to farmers in Kentucky will be sufficient to pay
for aH practices carried out in
accordance with provisions of
the 1946 program, and reported
to the county committee by February IS, 1947. In view of this
fact, Calwell county farmers
will receive 100 percent of their
earnings under the 1946 program,
regardless of practice allowance.
As in 1946, payment for performance of practices Is limited
to the farm practice allowance
established for each farm. However, additional payments may
be made for approved practices
carried out on the farm in excess of the farm practice allowance at the approved rate on a
pro rata basis to the extent of
the unobligated portion of the
funds allocated to the State.
Farmers signing their 1947 intentions in the AAA office on
or before June 1, will be eligible
for payment on practices they
carry out during 1947, W. P.
Oldham, chairman of the AAA,
said today.
1947 Potato Goals
Under the 1947 price support
program for Irish potatoes, a
producer on a farm for which
no 1947 Irish potato goal was
established will be eligible for
price support if the acreage of
potatoes on the farm does not
exceed 2.9 acres.
The State AAAA Committee
has required that any such producer who desires to be considered eligible for price support
operations must notify the county committee, in writing, prior
to June 1, 1947.

South Carolina claims to have
the oldest drugstore in the nation, one was in business before
Munich, Germany — ( A P ) — 1781 and still can be seen in
Clustered around the fireplace Charlestln.
on the 600-year-old beer cellar
where Germans listened to Hit-'
ler on the night of the "putsch"
of 1923 American occupation soldiers today are hearing—and
Most owners never know they
liking—classical music.
have termites until costly damage is already done.
Do as
Billed by the American Red more than 1,000,000 property
Cross girls in charge of recrea- owners have done since 1927
tion at the Burgerbraukeller Club . . . ask for a free TERMINIX
as "Coffee and Classics," the inspection. There is no obligation.
weekly program brings to newPRINCETON LUMBER CO.
ly-converted GI music lovers a
Fhone t i l
kind of music many of them

Best Music Offered
And GIs Love It

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

never heard before and artists
of a caliber they might never
hear at home—members of the
Bavarian State Operetta, soloists
from the Munich State Opera
House, musicians from the Munich Philharmonic.

Now, Ladies!

San Francisco—(AP)—Without
explanation, a swank Van Ness
avenue restaurant installed in its
woman's lounge a full-sized,
he-man cuspidor.

The Family Comprehensive Liability Policy . . .
Tops in Protection

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market S t

BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
ffE'fryff**

bigger-looking ; ; ; Vs better-looking. . . h out-styles,

qui-value<, out-saves mil other cars m its field . . . for it gives you

Big-Car quality at lowest prices and at remarkably low cost for gas, oil and upkeepI

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

enthusiastic welcome an} new car has ever received!
And you'll find they are preferring it above all others not only because it is
the most beautiful of all low-priced cars . . . or the most comfortable to drive and
ride in . . . or even the most dependable performer on street, hill or highway . . j
but also because they are convinced it's the on car thst combines all these
sdvantages of BIG-CAR quslity at the lowest prices snd at such remsrkably low
cost of operation and upkeep.
Come in today! See this car which creates • new high order of BIG-CAR
destined to be fast in availability for delivery to you and your family! Place and
keep your order with us (of this newest Chevrolet.

Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Princeton, Ky.

See our complete line of Suits and Coats
— all tailored to make you the grandest lady
in the EASTER PARADE!

Stda&Zlifa

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges.

Any price is too
W t V if it can be
reduced > >

These reductions, which will save the users
of our products approximately $20,000,000 a
year, will become effective before April 1, and
will apply to a selected list of tractor, farm
machine, motor truck, and industrial power
products. Since we lose money on a few of our
products, and barely break even on some
others, these reductions will not apply to our
entire line. Reductions will be made individually on products. Some will be cut more
than others. Exact details will be announced
as soon aa possible.

Men and women everywhere are giving this newest Chevrolet the most

QUALITY AT LOWEST COST—this car which i tfirstin production snd therefor*

Phone 81

Head Stock
WANTED '

The American people have insisted that the
government withdraw from its attempts to
control prices in peacetime. That places the
responsibility where it belongs—in the hands
of business and industry. Not all business can
reduce prices now. Not all can reduce by the
same amount.
Our company has felt a duty to act as
promptly as possible. In our case, the business outlook now makes it possible to move
toward the goal of lower prices. The only way
out of the vicious circle of higher and higher
prices is to break through.
We have taken this step not because of
present competitive conditions nor because of
a drop in demand from customers. We have
taken it bocause of our belief that A N Y PRICE
IS TOO HIGH IF I T CAN B E R E D U C E D .

Setting a new high order of

ifs

—

. . . Call . . .

We believe there is nothing more important to
this country than to lower the prices of the
goods that people buy.

You'll

•Ill

In "The Feat"

Am Mvrtl—4

International Harvester
announces '20,000,000 price reductions

So wearable with its slim skirt
snd the long, beautifully
lined jacket. With fine detail
and nailheads at the c u f f s it's pretty enough to wear
alone or with a blouse. In
fine wool crepe. Sizes 10 to
4 0 and 1 2 * to 2 2 *

l^L-w

IP

7/te Buftoit $10 WvUU

UK Displays Bibles
A collection of 40 original
leaves from famous bibles and
testaments
dating
from the
twelfth century through 1935,
are on public display at the University of Kentucky art gallery.
Included are a fascimilie page
from the historic Gutenberg Bible and an original leaf from
the King James Bible of 1611
A D., known as the "Authorized
Version."

AuihoHi.d R f p r m n t M I n of
Ohio Valley Termini* Corp.

Noll

Our ability to maintain this lower level of
prices will depend in part on what happens to
the prices and flow of materials that we buy
from others. Because we believe price reduction is vital, we are willing to «—•""-> the risks
that are involved.

101 prices had not gone up as

much or as fast as many others
Here are Averope Price htrtati the* >941
All Manufactured Product, . n i t ,

(U. t. CowMMt

»•*«*.)

t l

TOtf

M.loU and Metal Product* . I l l i i 4 1 * 2 %
(Um S. OevfrMMflt fftporfij

A

Molar Tracks

II

Industrial Pa war Product* i l i l i l ,

M

Farm Machinal I i I I I I I I I I I I I 3 5 %

....illilili
34%

These benefits to customers will depend,
too, on uninterrupted production at reasonable wage levels. This is not a program that
can be carried out if it is hasopered by stjg^ee
or work stoppages.
Our employes have had substantial increases in pay, and wage questions are currently being discussed with many of the unioitt
with which we deal. Stockholders have recently had an increase in dividend rate. Having
considered the interests of these two groups,
we are now making these price reductions for
the benefit of the third group—our customers.
Business, to our way of thinking, has a'social as well as an economic responsibility. This
company has long followed the policy of operating in the interests of three groups—its
customers, its employes and its stockholders.
*n>e duty of the management is to see that
equal justice is dope as between the three
groups.
This price reduction program is another
demonstration of our policy in action.

INTERNATIONAL | f

HARVESTER
mm

ii
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Three Pupils Enter
Essay Contest Here
Duke Davenport, Roy
Gilkie Lose Household Goods

Three students from Butler
High School and Fredonia High
School have entered the essay
contest on "What Is The United
Nations And Why Should the
United States Support ItT", Mrs.
Don Boitnott, county chairman,
said this week.
The three students are: Dorothy Sue Cook, Fredonia; Charles
Clark and Eleanor Ann Jones,
Butler.
Since only three students from
the county have entered, the
winner will not be able to compete in the district contest, unless
two more students from the
county will enter, Mrs. Boitnott
said.

exclusively yours

Mrs. J. Lester McGee
Is Alternate At
Methodist Conference

(Incorporated)

The seventh annual conference
of the Woman's Society of Christian
Service
of
Methodist
Churches of the Western half
of Kentucky will be held at the
First Methodist Church, Hopkinsville, April 8-10, Mrs. Charles
Hubbard announced this week.
The conference is comprised
of 250 women's societies of
Christian Service and 23 Wesleyan Service Guilds (business
women's divisions) with a membership of 8,464.
Mrs. F. K. Wylie has been
elected delegate from Ogden Memorial Methodist Church and
Mrs. J. Lester McGee, alternate.
Several ladies of the church
plan to attend some of the sesFOR SALE: 3 mules, 5 to 7 years
sions, Mrs. Hubbard said.
old. Hubert Pinnegar, Varmint
Sessions will begin April 8,
Trace Road.
ltc
with Dr. A. C. Johnson, hostCORN — If you • have corn to pastor, in charge. Speakers for
sell, call Watson Feed Store. the afternoon will include Dr.
Phone 287. ,
3tc J. B. Horton, district superintendent of Owensboro, and an
HELM'S NATIONALLY FAM^
address by Bishop W. T. Watkins,
OUS CHICKS — Approved —
Louisville.
Pullorum Passed — Rop Sired
Matings — immediate delivery,
Fairbanks, Alaska, celebrates a
holder Four Worlds records—
Sexed chicks — Free Brooding midnight sun festival each June
Bulletin.
Helm
Hatchery, 21, when the sun can be seen at
Princeton.
8tp midnight from comparatively low
mountains in the area.
ATTENTION PLEASE! SomeThe first transparent glass is
where in this area there lives believed to have been made
an individual who has charac- about the beginning of the Christer, is ambitious, and sensible, tian era.
and who desires a peacetime
profitable business of his own.
This is his opportunity. Write
Department R, 223 E. Douglas
Street, Bloomington, Illinois.
2tc

The apartment house of Mrs.
Mattie L. Wright, 318 S. Seminary street, occupied by Duke
Davenport and Roy Gilkie, was
damaged by fire Friday night.
The fire started at 9:90 o'clock,
Chief Conway Lacey reported
this week. Some of the furnitue
in the house was damaged but
the loss was covered by insurance. Loss was estimated at
$3,000.
Wednesday, March 19, grass in
the yard of the J. B. Groom
house, 710 Washington street,
caught on fire but no damage FOR SALE: Good Home Comfort
was reported.
Wood Range. Mrs. Hyland Mitchell, Route 3.
3tp
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SUNBEAM — AMERICAN BEAUTY
PROCTOR NEVERLIFT

PROCTOR "POP-UP" TYPE

T A B L E M O D E L RADIOS
Telechron Electric Clocks
E L E C T R I C BROILERS
ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED

Phone 38

You're looking like someone
in love, in Junior Guild's
"something special" two piece
dress. Breathlessly »*eet, yet
knowingly feminine. It's cut
to make the mosl o( your
contours . . . topped with white
embroidered doily ruffs,
sugar bun buttons. Beautifully
done in butcher linen.

FOR SALE: Two kitchen cabinets, linoleum, gas heater,
steamer. Wardrobe trunk. John
Keeney, Tel. 541-W.
ltc
FOR SALE: Maytag washer,
white porcelain range stove
and baby stroller, all in excellent condition. Mrs. Otis
Stephens, Wood St.
ltp
WHEN YOU BUY Stark fruit
trees and shrubbery you are
sure of the best. Now is the
time to order for spring planting. See or call L. W. Guess.
I'll be glad to, handle your
order. Phone 3305, Crider,
Ky.
tfc

B; because

'BY states,
post by t
lis W cc

You're Taking No Chances W h e n You
Let Us Outfit You For Easter

ESPECIALLY — JOINER'S Eveready, Ray-O-Vac, A-B battery packs $6.25; flashlight
batteries 2 for 15c; 8" Black
Diamond files 25c.
2tc
FOR SALE: Rubber tired, wagons—from $75 to $125; twowheel trailers from $50 to
$100. Two motorcycles,
one
1940 Harley-Davidson 74; one
1939 Indian Chief, 74; three
Model A Fords in good shape;
one pick-up. Two are 2-doors.
One 270 amps, gas drum electric welder on wheels—for sale
or trade. R. R. Sewell Garage,
Maple Ave.
4tp
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
IF WHOEVER took my pressure
cooker will send me $5.00, I
will put pressure gauge, rack,
and recipe book down by the
mail box. Mrs. J. R. McCarty,
Dawson Springs, Route 3. ltc

All Varieties of Cut Flowers and Pot Plants
Order now and be assured of a prompt delivery

Whether they're delicate orchids or demure violets . .
send flowers.

WE HAVE a good supply of bat- j
teries for cars and trucks, j
Hodge Motor Sales, W. Main
St. Phone 87.
ltc |
.—
.1
PAINTING, paper hanging, electric appliance repairs. Work
guaranteed. Reuben Vickery,
803 N. Jefferson.
' tfc
MAN WANTED: To sell a good
mineral feed
in Caldwell |
county. Must have car and
be willing to work. Write or
see Vonnie Herron, Lisman,
Ky.
2tp

semble

isn't

STRAWBERRY PLANTS f o r
sale. Blakemore variety. Lacy
Keel, 3 mi. out Marion Highway. Route 6.
8tp

milking ~ one with calf
by side.

complete with-

out a fragrant corsage Easter
Sunday.

Phone your

— 1 mi. North Walnut

now.

Easter Suits
Be a beau brummel this
Easter in one of our smart-

Lee (Waterblocked)
and
Disney
$8.50 to $15

ly cut all-wool suits. Several styles in solids

and

textures. Priced from

'Don't take less than
a Lee".

Ties

Wembly

Beau Brummell
$1.50
Others $1 to $5

Hill School

Hickok
and
Pioneer

Sport Shirts

Phoenix

Socks

(Short and Long Sleeves)
by

6 5 1 to $1

3 mi. S. E. Shady Grove

order

Catcher

ACT NOW to secure the county's
most profitable business one
man can operate. Write Dept.
R, 223 E. Douglas St., Bloomington, Illinois. '
2tc

4 Jersey milk cows, all
Send flowers because ber en-

Eye

V a n Heusen

(Plaids, Solids
and Stripes)

$3.50 to $10

at Chester

Dorris home place.

M. HARVILL
Eddyville Road

Phone 626-J

'For Men's and Boys' W e a r "

HOPKINSVILLE

tucky Burley
leage Will Be
"M
>ne
piece
cut
tile

ou

k Air-Cured Also
ected To Be Down
htly Under FedI Plan
(By

Associated

Press)

phington—Acreage planted
xrley tobacco is expected
reduced by 50,000 acres
year from that of a year
Ithe United States Depart| of Agriculture has anted. The indicated acreage
Kurley this year totals 424,I acres, compared
with
ID) last year.
Ik of the reduction 48,000
I is forecast for Kentucky,
•ssce's acreage planted to
ly will be cut 6,000,. the Delent said. Missouri's will be
ftoo acres.
L department forecast BurKlanting would be increased
BO acres in West Virginia
•00 acres in North Carolina.
Ky acreage in Ohio, Indiana,
• Kansas will remain linked compared with 1946.
Ruction in Burley acreage
-land that may be plantthe crop—were ordered
|tly by the federal governbecause of overproduction,
states, the Burley acreage
kst by the department for
year, compared with last,

f/y

Agriculture Department
the prospective tobacco
ge in the United States for
| is 1,908,000 acres—about
ercent below 1946.
,
kt the expected decline is
krley, although the acreage
^rk Air-Cured is expected
down slightly. Changes in
tobaccos are generaUv
k-ate and mostly slightly
M.
production of about
000,000 pounds is expected
1947, if indicated acreage
rvested and yields approxip the average of the last
rs.
Dtal of 103,500 acres of all
[ tobaccos is indicated com! with 101,900 acres in 1946.

One hundred and sixty-one
Kentucky and Southern Indiana
farmers and farm wives are
going to win $5,350 in the 1947
Home and Farm Improvement
Campaign of The Courier-Journal, The Louisville Times and
Radio Station WHAS.
The contest was announced
this week by Dean Thomas P.
Cooper, director of the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture, Miss Myrtle Weldon,
the University's State leader of
Home Demonstration agents, and
Barry Bingham, president of the
newspapers and the radio sta
tion. Cash prizes are greater
this year by $350. Seventy persons won awards in 1946.
Every farm family in Kentucky and in 21 counties of Southern Indiana is eligible to compete. There are no costs of any
kind. Judging will take place
in November. Tenant farmers
are judged on an equal basis
with land owners. Winners of
grand prizes and Kentuckiana
awards will receive all-expense
trips with their families to the
annual farm awards luncheon
in Louisville next December.

The Highway Department's fis
Boats Available O n Kencal year starts April 1, and in
tucky Woodlands Wat- the first 11 months of its current fiscal year, taxes and fees
ers, Baker S a y s

Hematite, Honker and Empire
lakes, on the Kentucky Woodlands National Wildlife Refuge,
will be open for fishing April 1,
Gerald F. Baker, refuge manager, announced this week.
Fishing must be in accordance
with laws and regulations of the
State of Kentucky, Mr. Baker
said, and no special permit other
than a Kentucky fishing license
will be acquired.
The lakes are located on or
near Cumberland River Road,
about nine miles north of Canton Bridge, or 12 miles south
of Eddyville.
It is expected some boats will
be available for rental from the
concessionaire, Mr. Baker said.

Frankfort—Complaints that the
ferry at Eddyville is dangerous
and that lives of school children
are imperilled, were disclosed
today in official correspondence.
Assistant Attorney
General
Clem F. Kelly made, public a
letter to Lyon County Attorney
C. C. Molloy of Eddyville advising him of the charges and
stating it is his duty to protect
the children who travel on school
buses that use the ferry.
Kelly, counsel for the State
Highway Department, said the
complaint came from Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Bonner of Eddyville,
and that they charged the ferry
across the Cumberland river
there "is one of the worst", that
it once drifted down the river
and qver the dam, than another
time it began to slide from the
bank as a school bus started
onto it, and that the ferry operator refuses to transport vehr
cles at night.

from various motor vehicle sources have amounted to $27,920,425.
That total is more than $7,000,000 ahead of the full fiscal year
ended last March 31, and $10,
000,000 more than taken in during the fiscal year before that.
Chief source of income for the
Highway Department is the
state's five cents a gallon gasoline tax. A constitutional amendment adopted last yejr specified
that all motor vehicle revenue
be devoted to the Highway Department. That added some sizeable sums to the fund, including
the income from the state's three
percent sales tax on motor vehicles.
In his official estimate today,
Commissioner Howard stated:
"If the conditions under which
the estimate is made are realized,
the road fund will receive approximately $30,000,000. T h i s
would be the highest level of
road revenues ever
attained.
This high estimate is believed to
be reasonable in thp light of
current and prospective trends.
Howard figured income for the
fiscal year beginning April 1
would come from the following
sources:
Gasoline, $22,500,000;
other
motor fuels, 50,000; bus mileage
tax, 300,000; truck weight tax,
375,000; passenger car license,
1,900,000; truck license, 1,115,000;
motorcycle license, 3,600;
dealer license, 40,000; transfer
of license, 225,000; special license, 2,000;
intransit license,
500; tax penalities, 400; bus license (ex. city), 325,000; city bus
license, 40,000; common carrier
cert. 8,000; taxi license, 10,500;
truck permits, 45,000; driver
(taxi), 35,000; motor vehicle usage (tax on sales), 2,500,000; motor vehicle operator's license,
525,000.

THIS LITTLE CONVALESCENT has a big smile for all who buy
Easter Seals during the drive which has already started by the
Kentucky Society for Crippled Children to raise $150,000, which
will help provide care for many other children now awaiting
hospitalization. The Society supplements service of the Kentucky
Crippled Children Commission, the state organization which has
treated more than 12,000 little cripples. Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, chairman of the Easter campaign in this county, urges you to make
your contribution as large as possible and help Kentucky's little
cripples to join next year's Easter Parade!

Mere Man Learns
About Fighting Women

Higher Education
For Army Cooks

Knoxville, Tenn. —(AP— A
man haled into city court here
on charge of fighting told Judge
Charles G. Kelly he actually
wasn't fighting but was only trying to separate two women who
were fighting.
"You'll always come out on
the wrong end by doing a thing
like that," advised Judge Kelly.
The defendant walked away a
free man after the lectures.

Camp Lee, Va. —(/P)— The
Army thinks it can improve on
its chow. With this in view a
completely new program of cook
training is being planned at the
quartermaster school here. The
course will last 12 instead of
8 weeks.
The ice cap on Greenland is
more than a mile and a half
thick.

Y o u r Easter Bonnet'i,
Bedecked With

<h(Wo$

Straw
Success

10
And youll look your dressiest in a colorful print or a lingerie-trimmed blaclsl
Onr rayon crepe fashions hai«e the new
1947 look! Misses', women's sites. 7 . 9 0

Show off your pretty brow
with one of the new off-theface hats! Spring colors.

HANDBAG of shin'
ing black plastic,
patent.
4.93

2.98

OVELY SELECTION at '4.98

Clifton Clift, county superintendent, and Edd F. Blackburn,
attendance officer, attended a
meeting for superintendents and
attendance officers of the Second
district at Morganfield, March 21.
The group meets once a month
and studies problems of schools.
Thirteen counties are represented in this district.

Commencement At
Murray May 26
John Temple G r a v e s ,
Noted Editor, Will Deliver Address

37 Names Of Men
Of Caldwell Will
Go On Honor Roll
U. K. Asks Aid In
Plan To Place Roster
O f Heroes In New
Fieldhouse
Lexington, March 25 — Names
of more than 9,000 Kentucklans
known to have died in World
War II wllltbe placed on a large
roster In the University of Kentucky's new Memorial Auditorium-Fieldhouse when it is completed, President H. L. Donovan
said thi6 week.

Ezra L. Gillis, director of the
Murray, March 25—John Tem- University's War Memorial Surple Graves, noted lecturer, auth vey, reports that his office now
or and editor, Birmingham, Ala., has the names of 9,511 Kentucky
will be the speaker for com- men and women who gave their
mencement exercises to be held lives, including 37 from Caldat Murray State College, May 28, well county. Additions to the list
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president, and corrections in names and
addresses should be sent to the
announces.
Mr. Graves is a member of War Memorial Survey, Univerthe editorial staff of the Bir- sity of Kentucky, Lexington, in
mingham Age-Herald. He is the order that the roll of honor may
author of books such as "The be accurate.
The following are listed from
Shaft in The Sky," "The Book
of Alabama," and "The Fight- this county: EdWard Allison,
Marshall Calvert, Jacob" Ewing
ing South."
Baccalaureate services will be Crfder, Cecil Caswell Davis, Reheld Sunday, May 25, with the thel Lee Glass, Richard HawRev. Leslie R. Smith, pastor of kins, Frank W. Herron, J. D.
the Central Christian Church, Hodge, Denzil E. Jennings, John
R. King.
Lexington, as speaker.
Eburne A. Ladd, Alvin B.
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, regisLewis, Robert Worth Lide, Robtrar, announced approximately
ert Royce McChesney,
James
75 students will be graduated
Wilburn McNabb, Robert Lee
this year.
Moody, Earl V. Moore, Roy E.
Information booklets containThe Alumni Banquet will be New,
Eurie Edward
Oliver,
ing rules, prizes • and stories of held Saturday night, May 24.
Everett E. Peters.
1946 winners are available. These
L. D. Pickens, Jr., Louard O.
and contest questionnaires may be
Pidcock, Harold W. Piercy, Calobtained by writing the Home Livingston Pushes
vert G. Pool, Louard I. Ramage,
and Farm Improvement Cam- Conservation Work
Patrick E. Ray, Herman Carter
paign, The Courier-Journal, The
A soil-management and postShewcraft, Rexie C. Smiley,
Louisville Times and Radio Sta- war soils committee of LivingsTryon Y. Smith.
tion WHAS, Louisville, 2, Ky. ton county announces that its
Thomas W. Spickard, William
Information also may be obtain- cooperative quarry, owned by
Daniel Stephens, John Henson
ed from Caldwell county's Home the farmers of the county, will
Veal, Edward Leo Walker, J. B.
Demonstration ager^t and County have a production capacity of
Watkins, Jr., Charles Mills Wood,
Agricultural agent.
40,000 to 50,000 tons of agricul- Jr„ Charles M. Yates.
tural limestone this year.
Along with the extensive use
Worry Room Quiet
of limestone, the committee's Tests Point W a y
In Boiler Works
program includes the conserva- To Higher Yields
St. Louis— (/P) —The Nooter tion and use of farm manure,
Land treated with manure,
Boiler Works company has set seeding of grass mixtures, ter- limestone and rock phosphate
up a special "worry room" where racing, contour cultivation, di- made the highest yield of corn,
ditching
and
open- 77% bushels, last year on five
any of its employes, from office version
drainage.
There
are
boys to president, may want to ditch
test fields which the Kentucky
thrash out his personal problems several thousand acres of fertile Agricultural Experiment Station
unmolested. There is no tele- bottom land in the county that maintains over the state. This
phone and conversation is for- needs drainage.
soil treatment produced 16.3
bidden.
A total of 8,400 pines and 8,900 bushels of wheat and 5,370
"So far it has been a great black locust have been ordered pounds of hay to the acre.
success," says President Elmer from the TVA for setting for
Land treated with manure,
Nooter. "Many a man goes in erosion control. Marvin Smith limestone, superphosphate and
with
County potash produced 70.8 bushels of
there grim, and fretful and is cooperating
comes out smiling. Girls hardly Agent Robert L. Rudolph and corn to the acre, 16.4 bushels of
ever use it. They just don't seem District Forester John Rodey in wheat and 5,417 pounds of rtay.
an acre forestry demonstration.
to have any worries."
The fields are at Berea, Faris-

* Hunting authorities agree that
the best way to compute the
"live" weight of a dead deer is
to consider the weight of a dressed deer as .78612 of the "live"

A flirtatious little flowed
liat will add the
magic touch as a corsagel|
OuVs are lavishly Jadenl
with the loveliest spring|
flowers, frothed with wwpsi
of veiling.,

| Sleeves)

Clift And Blackburn
Attend Morganfield Meet

ton, Greenville, Mayfield and
Campbellsville. The soils are deficient in phosphorus and too
acid to grow good clover and
alfalfa. Liming these soils and
the regular use of phosphate
fertilizer have increased crop
yields where a good cropping
system was used, including the
growing of legumes.

r « • . ««
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C-J's Annual Farm
Contest To Have
$5,350 In Prizes
Total Is $350 Larger
Than Last Year's
Premiums; 70 W o n
Awards In 1946

Lakes Open Apr. 1
To Fishermen

ASTER'S the
DRESSIEST DAY of the year!
«. m c m m e

Y O U C A N HELP KEEP HIM SMILING

The United States Civil Service Commission has announced
an examination to fill the position of fourth class postmaster
at Cobb. The examination will
be held at Princeton, with re30 Million Dollars Is
ceipt of application closing on
Anticipated During
April 10. Date of examinations
Coming Fiscal Y e a r ,
will be stated otv admission
cards
mailed
to
applicants
Howard Says
after the close of receipt of apFrankfort — A prediction that
plications.
income for improving Kentucky's roads and bridges would total a record-breaking $30,000,000
during the coming fiscal year
has just been made by State
Revenue Commissioner Orville
M. Howard.

Eddyville Ferry Is
so, 14,300 and 14,000; Indi- Dangerous, C h a r g e
J9.400 and 9,400; Missouri, Filed At Frankfort
• and 5,400; Kansas, 300 and
|West Virginia, 12,400 and
North Carolina, 10,500
} 800; Kentucky, 295,000 and
Tennessee, 74,000 and

Record Breaking
Funds For State
Roads Predicted

Cobb Postmaster
Examination Due Soon

BLOVIS in whiter
black or colors.

•

Fredonia News

\ia c o ^ a e n r
mgfflKl

Frankle Wright, Norman Lee
Faught, J. E. Boone, Jr., and Elwood Dorroh attended the State
Basketball tournament in Louisville last week.
Mr. Hugh Howerton, Graystone Park, N. J., is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Young,
Evansvllle, were the week-end
guests of her sister, Mrs. C. V.
Yandell and Mr. Yandell.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson,
Paducah, spent the week-end
•with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. T. Henson.
T. R. Akridge and son, Charles Dean, attended the State
Basketball tournament in Louisville last week.
Mrs. George Hoke, and daughter, Jackie, returned to their
home in Clarksville last week,
after spending several days with
her mother, Mrs. Byrd Guess,
and Mr. Guess.
Willis Canada, who has been
critically ill in the Crittenden
County Hospital,. Mprion, was
removed to his home last week.
His condition is showing some
improvement.
,
Messrs. Kelly Landis and
James Landis left Sunday for
St. Louis, where they will be
gone for several days on a business trip.
Mrs. Reed Brown has been
quite ill with an ear infection.
Mr. James C. Catilla has been
critically ill at his home on the
Marion Road. He is suffering
with a heart ailment.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West and

Uncle Remus And Brer Rabbit

little daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Malcom Blackburn were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Blackburn Sunday.
Mrs. M. S. Lowery has been
quite ill of influenza.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cravens,
Hopkinsville, visited Mr. and
Mrs. T. R. Feagan Thursday.
Mr. Chester Miller has been
quuu ill of tonsilitis
Miss l^elda Faughn and Bill
Wigginton visited Mr. and Mrs.
Malcom Blackburn Sunday.
Rev. Charles Hendrix, Memphis, Tenn., passed through town
Saturday afternoon, enroute to
Flatrockj where he filled his regular appointment at the Flatrock church Saturday night and
Sunday services.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Yancey,
Hopkinsville, h a v e
returned
home after spending several
days last week with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Baker.
Mrs. Florence Parr has been
very ill with influenza.
Mrs. J. C. Cates, Gadsden,
Ala., arrived Sunday for a visit
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Catilla.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Whitt,
Memphis. Tenn.,
spent t h e
week-end as guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Butts.
Byrd Hughes, Evansville, Ind.,
spent the week-end at his home
here.
Miss Hazel Fuller has accepted a position with Penny's Store
in Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown and
daughter, Doris, were in Evans-
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CAVALIER C O A T . Superb all-wool covert with
the most discreet touch of glitter in the sequinstudded black buttons on the Cavalier cuffs, the
simulated buttonholes of black and gold braid.
Roomy shoulders, classic collar, soft tie belt in
this Mary Lane, which comes in Day Mist, Skylark, Hunting Pink, Sprout Green.

Sam Howerton's

Phone

13-J

Fredonia,

W e

Z t d e t t d
A

Ky.
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ville Sunday qnd Monday. Mrs
Brown consulted a head specialist there.
Mrs. Roy Boisture was the
dinner guest of her aunt, Mrs.
D. O. Boaz and Mr. Boaz, Monday.
Miss Mabel Harris has returned home after spending a week
with Mr. and Mrs. A1 Damaske
in Vincennes, Ind.
Mrs. Charles H. Brockmeyer,
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Jackson and
Mrs. John Wood Wadlington
were in Paducah shopping Monday.
Mrs. Herbert Cochran, Marion, visited her mother, Mrs.
Florence Parr, Sunday afternoon.
Mrs.
Mary Belle Simpson
was in Louisville over the weekend on a business trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps entertained with a birthday dinner Sunday in honor of their
daughter, Wanda, and Mrs. Noble Paris. Cover were laid for
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris and
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Phelps and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Damaske
and children, Vincenne, Ind.
were week-end guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Harris.
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard spent the
week-end in Princeton as guest
of her sister, Mrs. William McElroy.
Mrs. C. W. Dilworth, who
has been confined to her bed
with influenza was able to be
out Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess visited
her daughter, Mrs. George Hoke,
in Clarksville, Friday. •
James York who has been
quite ill of intestinal flu is able
to be out this week.
Walter Wigginton was a visitor in the home bf Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Blackburn Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Essie Rucker has been
very ill for several days, suffering with an attack of influenza.
Mrs. Kelly Cantrell, Princeton, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson
and children, Brenda Kay and
Charles, were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
Sunday, the occasion being the
birthday of Mrs. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Brasher
and little daughter were Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
The American Legion Auxiliary is sponsoring a Rook party
and lunch at the Legion Hall
Friday night, March 28.
Mrs. Martin Turley and baby
daughter, Mattie Louise, Auburn,
left for their home Monday after
spending several days with Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Turley.
Miss Gladys Ruth Moore returned to her home in Grove's
Center Sunday after spending
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And select the finest in Quality Merchandise —
v.

We

have a beautiful selection of

Suits,

Coats and Dresses for Easter including many
famous name labels.
A new selection of blouses has arrived at
our store -- Each one designed to make your
Easter Suit more beautiful . . . also other accessories including gloves, purses and hose . . .
and above all, the famous DOBBS Hats.

Qol&ncun&A

tually inched their way to the
capital. The bridges held up; The
22t) mile trip took four days and
Cherbourg—£4")—A 30-ton ma- a half to the factory gate, where
chine, made in America and a wheel broke under the mashipped to France for use in the
chine's weight Just as It arrived. Everybody reads The LeadsJ
Renault
automobile
factory,
stumped engineers after they
unloaded it from the ship.
The railroads were unable to
transport it in one piece, and
the engineers were afraid that
bridges would break down under
its weight if it were carried by
truck.
SATURDAY A N D S U N D A Y
Despite snow and Ice on the
road, however, the engineers
had to chance it and using a
c a p t u r e d Germany artillery
transport and tractor they vir-

American Machine
We want to thank all the good Startles France

C a r d O f Thanks

people of Princeton for their
kindness shown to my d?ar sister, Mrs. Marvin Roach, In the
loss of her dear husband; also
for the lovely flowers. We especially thank the Masonic Lodge
and minister for their grand
kindness. May God bless you all.
Sisters and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Diesel,
Trentbn, Ky.
Mrs. Martha Whitfield,
Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dycus,
Evansville, Ind.
ltc

Mark the Dates

April 5 and 6

Extinct species of penguins were
nearly six feet tall.
Walt Disney's "Song of the South," with Uncle Remus
ind his tales of Brer Rabbit

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

the week with Misses Dorothy
Brasher and Hazel Fuller.
Miss Mary Louise Turley,
Glendale, spent the week-end
as guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Turley.
Ernest
Hill died
Monday
morning at the Crittenden County Hospital in Marion. The remains were conveyed to the
home of his son, Kermit, in the
Flatrock community Monday afternoon.

Pleasant Grove

By Miss Nola Wilson
Rev. Henry Rowland preached
here Saturday and Sunday with
good attendance and several
present
for Sunday School.
Stewardship Revival will be held
April 14-18.
Roderic Rogers, who has been
on the sick list for some time,
is better and able to be up now.
Mrs. Claud Storms, who has
suffered greatly with a sore
throat, is improving.
Don Rogers is able to be up
now.
Patrick Dillingham has chicken pox.
• Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers
were in Hopkinsville, Saturday
night.
Wayne Keller, Royce Ladd
and Joe Oden have had chicken
pox.
Mrs. Nolie P'Pool has been a
patient in Jennie Stuart Hospital for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles have moved to the farm of Mollie Davie,
near Cerulean.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner visited
Mrs. Merl Keller one day last
week.
Mrs. Chester McPherson, of
Princeton, spent the weekend
with Mrs. Estill Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden
and children visited Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Ladd Saturday night.
Mrs. Aubrey Croft and little
daughters visited Mrs. Cleaton
Haile Sunday afternoon.
R. C. Rogers, of U. of K., spent
the weekend with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile attended
the
"Young
Adult
Spring Festivals at First Methodist Church, Hopkinsville, Tuesday night.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner and Mrs.
Felix Mitchell called on Miss
Nola Wilson Saturday.
Mrs. Zora Wilson reported she
has collected more than Pleasant
Grove's quota for Red Cross.
Mrs. Robert Woolf visited her
mother, Mrs. Haile, at Bainbridge, a few days last week.
Mesdames L. W. Rogers, Aaron
Rogers, Wallace Oden and children spent Friday with Mrs. Felix Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd
visited Mr. and Mrs. N. I. Teasley, at Cedar Bluff, one day last
week.
Louard Sisk, of Princeton,
visited Mrs. Johnnie Rogers
Saturday.
Miss Gwendolyn Ladd, of
Princeton, visited her mother,
Mrs. C. R. Overby, last week.
James Farris and sisters, Verla and Wanda, visited Desmond
Hensley and family one night
last week.
Hubert Piercy, of Eddyville,
visited O. W. Dunning and family recently.
Mrs. Cleaton Haile and baby
visited Mrs. Lowell Haile one
night last week.
Ratliff Rogers and R. C. Rogers made a trip to Nashville
Saturday. They were accompanied home by Miss Virginia Rogers and Miss lunette Wardell
who spent Saturday night and
Sunday with them.
Wallace Oden and family, and
Desmond Hensley and family
visited Otho Hensley and family at Hamby's Store Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Zora Wilson, Mr. and
Mrs. Clint Ladd and Miss Nola
Wilson visited Mr. and Mrs.
Ratliff Rogers Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Haile, of
the Madisonville Road, visited
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile
Saturday afternoon
Miss Mallow Gean Rogers, of
Hopkinsville, s p e n t Saturday
night and Sunday with har parents here.
Mrs. Clint Ladd, Miss Nola
Wilson, Misses Virginia Rogers
and Lunette Wardell visited Mrs.
Cora P'Pool and family Sunday
afternoon.

The Renault people f ^
they didn't have a door k
enough to bring the m achl|
through and had to batter do*
a wall to get It installed.

For Sale!

Kuttawa Mineral Springs Cafe
j

O P E N S FOR THE S E A S O N

Saturdays and Sundays only until May 17, daily

ton; old established business, complete equip-

thereafter.

ment and stock. Rooms upstairs for hotel boardPriced cheap for immedi-

Will open at other times for School Picnics and

ate sale.
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Asher's Cafe
Phone 9112
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Modern restaurant on Main Street in Prince-

ing accommodations.
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Fashions For A
Lovely Easter
Set

SUITS
2 5 . 0 0 to 65.00

COATS
2 5 . 0 0 to 55.00

DRESSES
7.95 to 3 3 . 9 5
Sizes 9 to 15, 10 to 20,
38 to 44

/IcceddosueA
POl
Handbags

5.00 to 15.00

Jewelry

1.00 to 12.50

Gloves

1.0O to 7.50

'03-,

:• '

Thursday, March 27, 1947

World's
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6
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Mechanized

Form' Will Cover 5000 Sq. Miles
(AP N»wtf»«tur«§)

London — What la said to be
I the world's largest mechanised
farm is being established in Africa. When fully developed, it
shortage
Will ease the critical
of oils" and fats that now faces
the hungry continents of Europe
and Asia, says the British Information Services.
This great scheme of British
planners is termed the most
comprehensive
project
ever
launched for the development
of backward territories.
It will be split up, for ease of
working, into 107 separate farmsteads, each covering
30,000
acres. The '5,000-mile project
will be fully mechanized. It will
be established in Tanganyika,
but portions will extend into
northern Rhodesia and Kenya.
Within five years, it will convert what is now useless land in
a waterless fly-Infested region,
almost uninhabited, into a healthy farming district, producing
at least 60,000 tons of vegetable
oil seeds each year.
After retaining sufficient seed
for the expansion of acreage,
the first year's dividend will
take the form of 5,000 tons of
margarine, made from peanut
oils. In addition, 18,000 tons of
oilcake for cattle feed will be
produced, which means more
meat, milk and related foods.
By 1951, the yearly yield will be
250,000 tons of margarine and
33,000 tons of cattlecake.
High standards have been set
for health, nutrition, housing,
education and general welfare
i of the employes and their families. Each worker will have his
own home, with half an acre of
garden.
More than 60,000 will be em-

ployed in clearing the ground
and in farming. Tractors and
bulldozers have been drawn
from all parts of the world.
Transport and haulage will entail the laying of 100 miles of
railway tracks.
No vested commercial interest will be allowed to develop.
The company undertaking the
initial work will give place to
a public corporation, owned by
the British Government. The
next step will be the transferring
of the management project to
local governments and African
communities, paving the way
for ultimate cooperative use of
the land by the inhabitants.
The capital cost will be $100,000,000 spread over six years,
but this outlay will result in a
saving to Britain in a short
time Of at least $40,000,000 a
year.
The present world price of
groundnuts is $128 per ton,
whereas the cost of growing
and shipping them under this
new plan works out at a little
more than $56 a ton.
The total capital expenditure
required for the development is
less than $32 an acre.
Capital expenditure will be
written off over a period of 25
years.
Per capita citrus production in
the United States in 1946 was
more than one and one-third
crates.
The surfbird which breeds in
Alaska winters in South America, as far south as the Straits
of Magellan.
The world's year round hot
spot is the island of Massawa in
the Red Sea; the mean annual
temperature is about 86 degrees
Fahrenheit.

Sale of Corod Minerals Corporation at Marion to Alco Lead
Corp., 914 Court Building, Evansville, Ind., for $30,100 has
beeq announced by War Assets
Administration.
Purchase price included all
buildings, land, and equipment
of the plant, which was built
during the war to process ore
in the production of fluorspar,
lead and zinc concentrates for
military purposes. Future use
of the plant property and equipment has not been fully determined by the buyer.

VA Advises Veterans
To Study NSLI Plans

SURVIVES SHOOTING — Although he was in his mother's
arms when she was shot to
death at Wichita, Kas., (Mar.
19) lfl-month-old Kenneth Davis (above) was uninjured.
The father, Hillard Davis, 51,
was charged with the murder
of his wife, Ethel. Kenneth is
shown
breakfasting in the
home of relatives. (AP Wirephoto)

W S O N To Broadcast
FM By May 1, Report

Veterans Administration insurance officials today
advised
World War II veterans in Kentucky to give careful study to
the six available types of permanent National Service Life
Insurance b e f o r e converting
Ujeir term policies.
Veterans w h o
contemplate
converting their G. I. insurance
to a permanent plan are reminded that it is not necessary to
convert all of a $10,000 policy
and that any combination of
permanent plans may be obtained.
Insurance officials at the VA's
tri-state Branch Office in Columbus (O.) said many veterans
are converting their policies
without fully determining their
eventual individual needs and
income, They explained that G.
I. insurance may be converted
to one of the following permanent policies: Ordinary Life, 20Pay Life, 30-Pay Life, Endowment at age 65, Endowment at
age 60 and 20-year Endowment.
From this list, a veteran, with
the aid of a VA representative,
insurance agent, or representative of the Red Cross or the
various
service
organizations
may select a policy most appropriate to his needs.

Radio Station WSON has received word that three, kilowatt
New Federal FM transmitter has
been shipped, along with collateral equipment. WSON-FM expects to be broadcasting on a 73,570 Vets Get O.I.
regular schedule not later than Loans In 3 States
May 1, on its frequency of 93.1
Lending institutions had admegacycles. WSON at 860 KC
vanced $394,183,946 in home,
will broadcast the State Basketfarm and business loans to 73,ball Tournament from Louisville
570 World War II veterans in
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky
under loan guaranty provisions
Everybody Rears The Leader! of the G. I. Bill as of March 1,
it was reported today by officials at the Veterans Administration tri-state Branch Office
in Columbus (O.). VA had guaranteed $183,115,361 of the total.
In Kentucky, 7,379 veterans had
borrowed $33,997,418, of which
VA guaranteed repayment of
$16,530,447.

V A Hospital Load At
Peak In 3-State A r e a
The number of veterans hospitalized by the Veterans Administration in Ohio, Michigan
and Kentucky reached a new
all-time high on March 1, totalling 10,150, the VA's tri-state
Branch Office in Columbus (O.)
reported today.
VA officials said the March 1

BRAKES FAILED—Truck parked along hard road while driver
slept, moved four blocks when brakes failed and crashed into
Harry's Drive-In restaurant in Eureka, 111. Driver of truck was
uninjured and still asleep after crash. At right is Harry Shomaker restaurant owner serving coffee to William Keshner.
(AP Wirephoto)
total was 1,260 greater than the
8,890 veterans who were hospitalized in VA hospitals and
homes and in VA-contract hospitals in the three states January 1.
In Ohio, VA was providing
hospitalization on March 1 for
4,356 in VA hospitals and in private hospitals under contract to
VA, compared with 4,005 on
January 1. A total of 3,756 veterans was receiving hospitalization through the VA in Michigan on March 1, compared with
3,235 on January 1. The VA
was furnishing hospitalization
for 2,038 veterans in Kentucky
on March 1, compared with 1,650
on January 1.
The increase in the number
of hospitalized veterans was accompanied by making a greater
number of beds available in existing VA hospitals and as a result of a more rapid turnover of
patients through improved med-

For Sale!
Registered Hereford Bulls,
all out of the Best Blood
Lines.

Priced Right . . . !
A g e s range from 9 to
months old.

14

R. T. HUMPHRIES
Princeton, K y .
Phone 2922

NOTHING L I K E RETONGA,
STATES MRS. W A L K E R

Select Your

Off the California coast a volcanic peak towers upward 7,rf()0
feet from the ocean bottom.

Marion Plant Sold
To Evansville Firm

Can Never Thank Famous
Medicine Enough, She
Says. Felt So Run-down
She Almost Gave Up
"I felt so miserable I didn't
wint to be with my friends or
even my own family but, thanks
to Retonga, I am now feeling
more like my real self than in
years,"
happily declares
Mrs.
Mavis Walker, well-known resident of 322 7th St., Clarksville,
Tenn.
"It seemed to me I was tortured by every distress nervous
indigestion can bring," continued
Mrs. Walker. " I had no appetite,
my food seemed to sour right
after meals, and I was so highstrung that sometimes I felt like
I would scream. Most nights I
slept .so little that mornings I

v^v^

could hardly get out of bed. I
had to take strong laxatives frequently and still I seemed to
stay so full of toxic poisons that
my complexion looked yellowish. I lost weight and felt almost like giving up.
"Retonga promptly relieved all
this distress and I now eat with
a coming appetite, have regained my lost weight and sleep like
a baby. I feel like a different
person. I can never thank Retonga enough."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin B-l
deficiency and constipation. Try
it; accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.—Adv.

Easter Flowers

ical treatment.
Veterans with service-connected ailments are given top
priority for VA hospitalization,
but veterans with non-service
connected disorders are hospitalized only when beds are available and if they say they cannot
afford treatment in other institutions. However, all emergency
non-service
connected
cases receive immediate attention.

SRA Applicants Must
Have Security Cards
Veterans must present Social
Security account cards when applying for Servicemen's Readjustment Allowance under the
G. I. Bill, officials at the OhioMichigan-Kentucky Branch Office of the Veterans Administration in Columbus (O.) said today.
Veterans who do not have
these cards may obtain them
from their local office of the
Social Security Administration.
In addition to the Social Security cards, veterans must present
their discharge or separation papers in making initial application for readjustment allowances.

Polish Miners
Draw $40 Monthly
Warsaw—(IP)—The wages of
Poland's coal miners now are
averaging around 10,000 zlotys
a month ($100), says the newspaper Glos Ludu.
Miners actually receive in cash
30 to 40 percent of their total
earnings. The remainder is made
up through employers paying social insurance, holiday expenses
for miners, social welfare and
health service rates.

Princeton
O N E DAY O N L Y

Friday 1 0
APRIL 1 0
K'Mfgos

Two previous offers to sell the
31-acre plant, which has a building floor space of 1,200 square
feet and originally cost the Government $252,000, were withdrawn by W. A. A., because bids
submitted were too low. Highest previous bid was for approximately $27,000.

CIRCUS
WORLD'S
NEWESTI
WORLD'S
FINEST
BIG SHOW

A method of preserving food
in glass containers was discovered in France in 1809 as the result of a prize offered by the
government in an effort to imUSED FOR
ITS lOOO
prove the food supply of the
WONDERS
army and navy.
About 39 percent of U. S. nest! KTTEI s»AW pa—Tim Era
farms are operated by tenants, AN s c i i r s i N * arocN IN TUB
compared with less than 30 per- WORLD'S GREATEST
cent 50 years ago.
AMUSIM1WT INSTITUTION
•00 r E O P L i Try this Easy Way
to... 1M AMNK ST AIM
—ISO WILD ANI
MALS —IN GREAT
I CONTINENT
At U»t. • selamlRe w»t to

6 ARENAS

CLEAN DENTAL PLATES

clean dental pl»t«» and
bridges R E A L L Y clean
J u t pat >our plate in •
(lass ml water. Add • little
«alck acting Kleenite. With
magic-like speed. discoloration, stains and denture
odor vanish — tho original
clean brightness returns! It's eaij>. economical. Ask roar druggist far KKcnite today

MINAOIIII-

POTTER TROUPE

S,000 SKATS—SO Q u m ^ M N S
MUSICIANS-NEW V M I T N I W O R L D
FLYING ACTS
FEATURE, * FOLD 2
CHAMPION
MULriMO M
CIRCUS — >>00,000 or
sjaimCA
CAPITAL INVESTED. TINRMTAk

TWICE DAILY 2 8 P.M. P R I C K *
OPEN t A T P.M.
.
KIEENITE the Brushless Way DOORS
Reserved and Admission Tickets

Get K L E E N I T E
Drug

Stor«

and

today

at

all

good

th*

Corner

druggiata.

on Sale Circus Day at Wood's
Drug Store.

Plan Now To Attend
THE

H O P K I N S V I L L E FAIR
JULY 1-4 AT BLUE LANTERN FARM ON CADIZ ROAD
ONE MILE WEST OF HOPKINSVILLE
FOUR BIG D A Y S
•
H A R N E S S R A C E S and
RUNNING RACES
•
LIVESTOCK SHOWS
EVERY DAY
•
HORSE SHOW 3 NIGHTS
LARGE CARNIVAL
•
BARBEQUE
COLD DRINKS
BIG RACE JULY 4 — THE VFW SPECIAL
FOR VISITING VFW POSTS THAT DAY
a
For information on Fair write
JOHN T. JOHNSON, TREAS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

L O O K !
The dawn of a new day in agriculture

H

The Seaman Tiller
Now Available for Custom Work.

from this fine stock

This new tool prepares for planting in one operation with a much
better seed bed than ever dreamed of before.

Come in and see it or use your phone.
ORDER N O W -- Help us serve you better.

Pond digging, basement digging, terracing, plowing, disc-

C O R S A G E S IN ~ Roses, Carnations, G a r d e n i a s , Orchids
Along with all other seasonable flowers.

ing, moving and grading of dirt, gravel, sand and manure loading.

Roses, Carnations, Snapdragon, G l a d o l i a and Spring Flowers

Contact us for your Spring needs in custom work.

POTS O F — Hydrangea, Lillies, A z a l e a , Tulips, Hyacinths,
Begonias, Geraniums.
to 15.00

First

come, first served.

d o t t e d plants from $ 1 . 0 0 up.

to 12.50

First Class Repair Service - A l l Work

Mixed Plant Boxes—$1.00 up

to 7.50

Guaranteed.

Vases of Spring Flowers—$2.00 up

MEMORIAL WREATHS IN PASTEL SHADES

Alton H. Templeton
103-J

Florist

103-W

family's Eleetrie Service
and Supply Company
N. Harrison St.

Phone 7 0 7

C & L Tractor Co.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 284-J

mm
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Let Your Appetite
Be Your Guide
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* By Robert E. Geiger
(AP Nawafeaturea)
Appetites and the family pocketbook are good guides to follow in planning the 1947 home
garden.
The urgency of the "beans and
bullets" strategy that made wartime victory gardens so important has subsided. As garden enthusiasts see the picture, the
value of 1947 home gardens lies
in their ability to afford relaxation as a hobby and as a supplement for diet
First determine the size of the
garden. Then call a family huddle and decide on the vegetables
to be planted.
In a small family plot, 30 by
50 feet, such things as corn and
squash are space consumers.
Corn usually doesn't do well in
very small plots because each
"ear" needs pollination from
other corn plants. The more corn
stalks, the better the pollination
and the better the "ears."
If wheel tools are to be used,
the rows can be worked more
conveniently if they run the
long way of the garden plot
Here are the recommendations
of Dr. Victor Bos well, garden expert of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture:
Rows may run either north
and south or east and west, but
if the ground slopes they should
run across the slope and not up
and down. This will hold the
moisture.
The perennial plants—asparagus, rhubarb, etc.—may be kept
together in one section, so they
don't interfere with working
the annuals. Corn should be
planted in a rectangular plot instead of in one or two long rows

S A L S B U R Y

SAL

Chkk to Pullet
like a Bullet!
Whet's the '
(
Reason?
Just That
Pleasin'
RtH-0-SAU
fax—but certainly Dr. Sottbury't RENO-SAL doei h.lp chicks along amazingly, whan *«ed ot o drink infl vnter
medicine with customary d.r

Try it w

1"^J
ggesHy
III UllTi^

'h your

cniclul

<11

Courage In The Air

•••••• •••••••••
HELD IN INVESTIGATION—
Richard Dale Imel, 14-year-old,
(above) was quoted by Detective Michael Kavanaugh and
Fred Whisler in Indianapolis,
Ind., (March 19)
as telling
them he shot his stepmother,
Mrs. Lilian Imel, 36, because
"she picked on me." (AP Wirephoto)

Established
1907

"Not For

Princeton,

Day,

A

W e Stay and Pay
OivM a aoh, satinyfanUhtint
ha* tha appearand* oi being
handrubbed and pollahod.

"When you buy intur

Stegar Lumber Co
Princeton,

Kentucky

GHANlJ OLE OPHY
SAT

8 30

OPEN

lo9 PN

DAll.Y

1:00 P.M.

Continuous Show

SUN. & MON., MAR. 30-31
Features at 1:25 - 3:25 - 5:25 - 7:25 - 9:25

Continuous Show

TODAY A N D FRIDAY

Warm blooded animals are
usually more
susceptible
to
snake poisons than cold blooded
animals.
Glass products formed part of
Ky.
the first cargo exported from
Jamestown in 1609.

5 SHOWS DAILY —

1:30 -3:30 - 5:30-7:30 -9:30

Six Sunny Songs To

•
fc^

Malta Your Heart Sing I
Zip-A-Daa Doo Dab'
Sooner Or La tar"
"Uncle Ramus Said"

HIS GREATEST AND
HAPPIEST PRODUCTION

Suit-able inspiration for
your Easter portrait . . .
The season's smartest re-

G E N E LOCKHART
A N N E REVERE
i
ALLYN JOSLYN §

handsome d e t a i l .

Creomulsion relieves promptly because It goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender. Inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

Features at

CREOMULSION

1

THIS \
TO Hi DRAW

TECHNICOLOR

desired

V ifcfttS GliASOH

based on the famous tales of

UNCLE REMUS
40c[( BRER RABBIT

POPULAR
PRICES1

AND

Adults

bee them in their many

Children

colors — choose yours to-

ladynn the Easter Parade.

1:15-3:15-5:12-7:17-9:22

B E E R Y

for Coughs, Chest Colds, B ronchitis

Suits

day and be the grandest

I Ge org®
I and Ira
iGerthwin

UNiONG HEROES!

inine figur£ and accentumuch

New
Music

TUES. & WED., APR. 1-2

graceful lines of the fem-

the

GloriouJ

Plus These Delightful Shorts!
LITTLE LULU COMIC
WORLD OF SPORTS
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

presentatives of style and

ate

But

For All Time."

as the garden edge. This promotes pollination.
A careful garden plan should
be drawn, preferably to scale. It
isn't necessary to locate each
plant, but mark the kind of vegetable to be planted in each row.
Seed needs can then be estimated
for each row.
Don't plant all of the lettuce,
radish, cabbage, spinach and
other quick growing crops at
one time. Plant a little at a time,
so there will be a succession of
harvests of each crop. Thus
there is fresh produce available
each week for the dinner table.
When one crop matures, another may be planted in its
place, providing the soil is sufficiently rich.
It is convenient to start the
early plantings on one side of
the garden and work across it sis
the season advances.
Remember to keep the tallgrowing plants together and the
low-growing plants in their
plot. Otherwise the low plants
will get too much shade. Tall
crops should be north of the
low growing crops.
In planning gardens, the gardener may consult his state agricultural experiment stations, agricultural extension services, agricultural colleges and county
agents, local expert amateurs,
or seed stores, about the best
varieties for his locality and the
planting dates.

MN-O-SAI.
Alto Control*
Cocal CoccidioeUI

Wood Drug Store

i*

In ancient Rome • man cam.
paigning for office wore a white
toga and waa called candidatui
(clothed in white); whence the
English word, candidate.
The modern word "bonfire"
derives from bone fire descrip.
tive of funeral pyres in the Mid.
die Ages.

WHAT IT MEANS

MT giiing VKawiac!
Powerfully potent Vllllltol

\

25c L - —

See Wally aa "Gaa Bag" the
talk of the Navy—his talk!
PLUS! . . . COMEDY, "HEADIN' FOR A WEDDING"

THURS. & FRI., APR. 3-4
Features at 1:15 - 3:1« - 5:17 - 7:1S - 9:19
^

SATURDAY, MAR. 2 9 - O P E N 10 A. M

^

X

• k

^

L 0 V E

™

A T

L I V E D

On Borrowed

f 3 £ !

Features at 10:15 - U:5S -1:41 - 3:15 - 4:49 - 6:23 - 7:57 • 9:31

HOPALONG CASSIDY'S BACK WITH
ACTION WRITTEN IN G U N SMOKEI

m m m j t f d e v i L'S

GARY COOPER
WIU1AM 8QY0

ANDY CITDI

Added Units!
COMIC IN COLOR
TIMBER SPORTS
NO. 10 — "KING OF THE FOREST RANGERS

ROBERT ALDA
i

"

Time!

A i d tttttODUCINO

LILLI PALMER

'W -'m

fi -. •
*
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Easter Customs

• (AP Nswsfeaturss)

1 York, March 29-~The way
I rabbits and yellow chicks,
d eggs and new clothes
bed to get mixed up in
Icient celebration of Easbeing demonstrated in
:a by a famous Tyrolean
|ing brought their
Old
traditions with them, the
Family Singers, known
i concert stage, observe
(ster festival almost exBs it has been celebrated
note section of the AusTyrol for \ many centuries,
pugh they now consider
^lves seasoned New Engs, the Baron and Baroness
^app and their blood have
anted to their Vermont
the same colorful ritual
followed by country folk
|ir native Salzburg region.
|tn symbols of spring, reby medieval ancestors in
wo-fold rejoicing in the
ection of Christ and in the
awakening of nature,
in the daily life of the
at Eastertime.
ritual begins with the
villows of Palm Sunday,
through an herb diet and
lit vigil from Green ThursGood Friday, includes the
wishing of the fires on
j Saturday, a Sumptuous
on Easter Sunday, and
with the historic custom
rolling on Easter Mon-

f

lientic setting for the fambservance is a 800-acre
the Green Mountains—
nuch like their Austrian
Dn which the Trapps have
big Tyrolean-style house
fete with jigsaw-trimmed
nging balconies, as well
own little chapel and
DUS outdoor shrines.
13 in the family—father,
seven daughters, three
nd their spiritual and muBentor, Father Franz Was|ho left Austria with them
| the Nazis marched in—

e

e

there is no difficulty in finding
plehty of particants for the ceremonies.
T
The Tyrolean farmers of long
ago invented a number of dovices for getting their children
up early in the morning. One of
these, employed with considerable gusto, is that on Palm Sunday the last at table for breakfast is dubbed "Palm-donkey."
In mid-morning the family
goes to church. The youngest,
seven-year-old Johannes, carries
his own special "palm", made
in Alpine style of a bunch of
long sticks topped with a beribboned bouquet of pussy-willow,
in which are nestled fruits and
cookies to be eaten after church.
Thursday before Easter is dedicated to welcoming back the
green grass and leaves and vegetables. The family still calls it
Green Thursday. There is always
a soup made of seven green herbs
(chicory, sorrel, dandelion greens,
watercress, lettuce, escarole and
parsley), and for lunch creamed
spinach and fried eggs.
Johannes watches eagerly for
the laying of Green Thursday
eggs, one of which will be kept
in the house all year to protect
it from lightning, and another
plowed into the first furrow to
bring a rich harvest.
Eggs laid on Good Friday are
good-luck pieces, too.
When
Johannes went to school for
the first time he carried with
him a Good Friday egg on which
his mother had painted, in her
very best script, all the letters
of the alphabet to make a youngster learn quickly.
The evening meal on Green
Thursday is a commemoration of
the Last Supper. The family
dresses in somber clothing. Each
drinks a cup of wine and eats
a piece of briad while listening
to the Biblical account of the
Apostles' last meal with their
Master.
The main dish is a special
roast of lamb, in memory of the
sacrificial Lamb of God. There
are little cakes called "Brezeln",

AT • • * 4

«

I0RDAN FURNITURE Co.
j

Incorporated
.

>

High-Flying

Live On

E A S T E R SPECIALS
e

.

.

.

.

Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers

2-Piece Sofa Bed Suite
Spring Filled - Long wearing
jvers
Easter Special

$98.50

4-Piece Bedroom Suite
iart new designs in Walnut or
jhogany finish

$139.50

TROOPS FIGHT TO SAVE LONDOI* WATER SUPPLY—Troops build breastworks to protect
filter-beds from pollution by rising flood waters at Lea Bridge reservoir, London. Rivers throughout the industrial midlands of England were still rising in the worst floods in living memory
with still rains forecast. (AP Wirephoto)
made in the shape of the letter
" B " to k symboliz the bonds in
which Christ was held after His
betrayal.
After
dinner,
the
Trapps do not go to bed, but
stay awake all night, praying
and singing hymns, "to keep
Him company in prison."
On Good Friday, members of
the Family speak only when
absolutely necessary; and even
the church bell is stilled. The
day is devoted to solitary prayer
and meditation. There are only
two scanty meals—a luncheon
of cream soup, and a supper of
water and "Kreuzbrote," little
buns with crosses marked out
on top.
Following the long Good Friday vigil, Holy Saturday is a
welcome day of rejoicing in the
coming resurrection. The seven
comely sisters are busy decorating house and chapel with flowers and greenery.
All fire is extinguished, to
betoken the hours when the
Light of the World was eclipsed
by death.
Towards
evening,
come rain or shine, the Trapps
deck themselves out for the
first time in their new spring
finery and straw hats.
Everyone in the household rises
before sunrise on Easter Morning. The four elder daughters go
to a woodland spring to carry
home
"Easter
water."
Each
pitcher must be brimfull, and if
not a drop of water is spilled
the bearer may expect to be
married before the following
Easter.
Then there are the songs of
Easter services, lighted by the
glow of numerous tapers rekindled with "new" fire. Each
lights a candle of his own from
the tall Pascal candle at the
altar, and carries it back to the
home to re-light the fire in
hearth, lamps and cookstove.
Baskets of bread, eggs and
salt are blessed in the Easter
service, and as the happy family walks down the mountainside to the (farmhouse, ftiey
watch to see the rising sun leap
three times for joy, as Tyrolean
legend says it does every Easter
Morning.
Mother and sisters plunge into
preparation fdr the dinner which

For Your

KING'S FRENCH CREAMS

Notice to Contractors
Sealed bids will be received
by the Department of Highways
at its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00 A.M., Central
Standard Time, on the 4th day
of April, 1947, at which time
bids will be publicly opened and
read for the improvement of:
MP GROUP 19 (1947) Caldwell County, MP 17-142-G —
Princeton-Cadiz Road (Ky. 139)
from south corporate limit of
Princeton to Trigg County line,
10.957 miles. 6020 tons Class C - l
Surface.
The attention of prospective
bidders is called to the prequalifiaction requirements
and
necessity for securing certificate
of eligibility, the special provisions covering subletting or assigning the contract and the Department's
regulations
which
prohibit the issuance of proposals
after 4:00 P.M. on the day preceding the opening of bids.
Further information, bidding
proposals, etc., will be furnished
upon application to the Frankfort Office. The right is reserved
to reject any and all bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
March 13, 1947
Frankfort, Kentucky

will break the forty-day fast of
Lent—a real feast, with a big
ham, mounds of many-colored
boiled
eggs,
and
a
cake
baked in a mould to form the
figure of an Easter lamb.
Meanwhile, Johannes, like any
other American boy, looks for
the eggs the Easter rabbit has
hidden for him. The eggs are
decorated with elaborate designs
in the Salzburg peasant tradition, hand-painted by his sister
Martina.
The season's festivities end on
•Easter Monday, with the children's
sport
of
egg-rolling.
Johannes and his pigtailed sisters, Rosmary and Eleanore,
share with their new American
friends from neighboring farms
this old Austrian game. The
youngsters build a * barrier of
soft dirt and take turns rolling
their eggs downhill against it.
The owner of an egg which hits
another and cracks it is allowed to keep both.

For Immediate
Delivery On
M O N U M E N T S
SEE

$1.^5
$1.20 lb.
$1.25 to $1.60 lb.
........ $1.75

King's Chocolates
$1.75 to $4.50
Bunte Chocolates
$1.75 lb.
Chase's Show Boat
$1.50
Chase's High Crest
$1.75 lb.
Chase's Chocolate Cream Mints .. 90# 14-oz. pkg.
Chase's Chocolate Covered Nuts
85£ to $1.10
SEE OUR FAMOUS LINES O F COSMETICS

.

YARDLEY
• DOROTHY GRAY
ELIZABETH ARDEN
• LUCIEN LeLONG
HELENA RUBENSTEIN
• LENTHERIC
• DuBARRY

Major-Dray Drug Company
"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
Phone 63
' *' ~
Ninth and Virginia Sts.

Notice
The Caldwell County Board of
Education will receive sealed
bids on the following school
property: One acre, more or less,
of land and one school building
known as Goose Creek colored
school.
All bids must be in the office
of the Caldwell County Board
of Education not later than 10:00
am. April 7, 1947.
The Board reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
Signed: Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
Clifton Clift, Secretary
3tc—Apr. 3

Administrator's Notice
All
persons having claims
against the estate of J. C. Mitchell, deceased, will present them
to the undersigned on or before
May 4, 1947, for payment; all
persons knowing themselves indebted to said estate, will please
come forward and settle.
Hyland Mitchell, Administrator
3tc—(Apr. 10)
Of 200 species and varieties of
snakes in the United States and
Lower California, less than 17
percent are dangerous to man.

Decorator

buying tickets ao they arnt Pamela to Mexico City, and Mana-

By Dorothy Roe
(AP Newsfssturss)

cisco and one day took all her

Pamela Drake claims she has
the world's most interesting job.
Her official title Is somewhat
staggering—assistant to the Latin
American Division traffic, manager in charge of designing,
planning and building all terminals and offices pertaining to
passengers air mail and express
for Pan American World Airways.
What it means, explains Pamela, who is little, cute and possessed of a boundless enthusiasm
for life in general, is that she
designs airport offices and guest
houses at remote and romantic
air fields all over the southern
half of the western hemisphere.
Air travelers who drop in at
Port of Spain, Trinidad, or San
Juan, Puerto Hico, may be surprised by the modern decor of
the traffic offices and the downright luxury of the guest houses
when overnight gflests are put
up.
All this, and many other such
pleasant oases at airports in unlikely spots or the middle of the
dessert are the work of Pamela,
who has expanded the femine
home-making instinct to global
dimensions.
It took considerable determination to reach her present pinnacle,
Pamela
admits.
The
daughter of a Montana rancher,
she began earning her own way
through high school, business
college and later the University
of Washington, where she studied decoration, architecture, furniture and fabric design.

Honolulu.
She tell in love with Hawaii,
got a job with an interior decorator in Honolulu, designing
wood dishes and furniture, and
set her sights on the flying
clipper ships which zoomed in
and out across the Pacific.
It took six years in Honolulu,
making friends with all the pilots and stewardesses and airport personnel before she got
her job with Pan American, as
sales promotion representative
for the west coast, with headquarters in Los Angeles.
About that time the company
was building the Burbank airport. Pamela offered frequent
suggestions about color schemes
and such and in the end found
herself designing the whola job.
Airline officials found that passengers seemed to enjoy attractive interiors, even while just

saving for

a

vacation trip to

gua, Nicaragua, to pep up the
airport degor.
Since that time she has designed traffic offices and such
in San Jose, St. Thomas in the
Virgin Islands, Merida, San Juan
and Port of Spain. In process of
construction or decoration at
present are projects in Belem,
at the mouth of the Amazon in
Brazil, Buenos Aires, Rio de
Janeiro, Montevideo, San Paulo,
Port Allegra, Cristobal, San Salvador, Bogota and Baranquilla,
Columbia.
All this keeps Pamela very
busy, and she shuttles by air
between New York and her Latin American way stations armed with blueprints, fabric samples, color charts and what not.
Says she:
" It's a great Job for a girl
who likes to go places. That's
me."
The Bible was first written
in Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek.

Light Fixtures
•

9
1

•

You owe it to your eyes to have good light.
Good Fixtures give good light.
•
•

For the most Complete Line of Light Fixtures in

Being graduated in the middle
of the depression, she got a job
collecting for a credit company,
worked as cashier for an auto
finance company in San Fran-

West Kentucky.

•

Wm. M. YOUNG

•

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

S

1907

In Hopkinsville It's

Cayce-Yost Co.

1947

40 Years of Service to
Princeton

Fredonia, K y .

and Caldwell

County

Two strong currents cross each
other in the Bosporus, a surface
current flowing out of the Black
sea and a bottom current flowing inward.

J. Y. OTSannon

CANDY! CANDY! CANDY!
Stover's Ambassador
Stover's Assorted
Gobelin Chocolates

Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Department of
Highways

W. H. Johnson

GIFTS....

•
•
•

Bf » •• ggj ; w

OUR

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY.

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
4S2 South 3rd Street
Padneah, Kentucky
Phone 799

Kidneys Must
Work WellFor You T o Feel Well
14 hour* svery day. t days erery
WMk, navar .topping, the kidneys Altar
wuf. mat tar from the blood.
It s o n paopla vara aware of bow the
kidneys must constantly ramova rerplua fluid, axoaaa aeida and othar waste
matter that cannot stsr in ths blood
without Injury to health, there would
be better understanding of •>»» the
whole system is upeat whan kldnejrs tall
to (unction properly.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urina-

Uon somatioMs wane that something
Is wrong Vow may suffer sagging h«<-k
aahe, headaches, dlexlneea. rheumatic
i, getting ap at nighta, swelling,
hy not try Dsaa's fills' Yon will
sine a medicine remmssended the
try over. Dona's stimulate the fmsetion of the kldpeyg and help than to
flush out poteonoue waste froa th.
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Cat />oas'« today. O n with eoaAdcaoe.
At all drug
~

D0AN SPILLS

Monday, April 7, 1947
at 10 o'clock A. M.

at my farm on the U. S. 62, five miles south of Princeton, Kentucky, I will offer for sale to the
highest bidder, the following:

O n e McCormick-Deering Farmall M Tractor

Equipped with hydraulic lift-all, lights, starter, belt pulley, power take-off, swinging draw bar
and rear wheel weights. Late model, used slightly. G O O D AS NEW.

On« McCormick-Deering H M 228 Power lift disc cultivator
for H or M Farmall, complete with cylinders and hose.

O n e McCormick-Deering H M 150 Disc Plow
Two furrow direct connected power lift

for Farmall H or M

O n e McCormick-Deering 7-foot, 16-inch fOA tandem tractor
disc harrow, with scrapers

O n e N C M Case Pick-up hay baler.
Used on owner's farm and in excellenf condition.
One McCormick-Deering horse drawn shovel cultivator
One McCormick-Deering three bar side delivery
One Dump rake

rake
One New Idea Manure Spreader

One John Deere four foot horse drawn mowing machine
One Heavy wagon

O n e Four can regular electric Victor milk cooler,
with Frigidaire compressor unit and agitator.

I

A lot of small tools

THE TIME — 10 o'clock Monday, April 7, 1947
THE PLACE — Five miles south of Princeton, Ky., on U. S. 62.

TERMS:

CASH

Buck Morse, W.C. Sparks,
Auctioneer

Owner

I

wb
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Pago Six

Observance Of
Army Day Taking
Folk Event Status

>age

• Every Element Of Population Will Take Part
In Tribute To
Fighters
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Text Of Announcement
By Horry L. Waterfield
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Observance of Army Day is
taking on the status of an annual American folk event, response to the War Department
program indicates.
The American people, in the
bustling cities, serene villages
and calm countryside, is putting
its heart in supporting the occasion dedicated to our veterans, in
and out of uniform; those who
gave their lives on the field of
battle and the members of the
Army that must carry on the
multifold tasks devolving from
the hard-won victory.
Every section of the people,
from enthusiastic school children to world-wise veterans of
the Nation's Wars, is prepared
to join in recognition of \rmy
Day, which this year has been
expanded into Army Week.
Traditionally falling on April
6, anniversary of America's entrance into World War I, and
originally sponsored by the Military Order of the World Wars,
Army Day has been set for
April 7 this year by presidential
proclamation as the preceding
day is Easter Sunday. Army
Week is April 6 to 12, inclusive.
The War Department will conduct many activities in support
of Army Week but commemoration of the event is primarily
a project of the American people
of which the Army, soon to be
completely volunteer, is an integral part. The logic of the
theme for Army Week this year
—"A Strong America is a Peaceful America"—has been accepted by the "man in the street"
known throughout our history
for his good common-sense. It
is generally recognized and accepted that an adequate defense
establishment — coordinating .the
Regular Army, the National
Guard, the Organized Reserve
Corps and the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps—is vital to American and world S'"
The
victory was won 8"--' f e peace
must be earned. Tb • cannot be
done without th proper tools
and the necessary trained manpower to work them.
Most of Army Week activity
will be conducted locally, in
the cities and towns of the
country.
Army commanders throughout
the United States, Hawaii and
Alaska, commanders of all posts,
camps and installations will stand
ready to cooperate fully with

GERMAN GIRL, VETERAN AND THEIR BABY—Ruth Marianne Meyer, a German girl, and William Rosch, former Army
master sergeant, look down at their seven-months-old daughter
following her arrival in New Rochelle, N. Y. (March 20) with
the child from Germany. His family said the couple, who were
not permitted to wed in Germany, would "marry as soon as possible." (AP Wirephoto)

Card Of Thanks
To our beloved Princeton
friends—God bless you every
one for your loyalty and kindness to us in sickness and in
death. May each of you be so
comforted when sorrow and
death come you way.
Marvin Roach's wife, Mary
Emily.

Chile Buying Wine
From Australia

Canberra — (A') — Chilean
Minister to Australia Manuel
Huber says his counc y is interested in the importation of Australian port rnd sherry.
The minister told correspondents in the Australian capital
that although Chile was a wineproducing county it did not
Manila has only one tide a
make the heavier fortified types.
day instead of the customary
So far it had imported only the
two.
sherry of Spain and Duro port
local groups sponsoring the pa- of Portugal, he added.
triotic activities which will honor our veterans and the fallen Everybody reads The Leader!
of past wars.
Army posts and installations
and National Guard armories
will have "open house" on certain days which will be announced locally.
Many towns, including Washington and New York, will hold
parades in which Army units
will join with veterans' organizations, patriotic societies, youth
units and other groups.
Every element of the manyfaceted American population is
sharing in the activities this
year, more than ever. Included
is labor and industry, churches,
schools and colleges, movies,
theaters, radio and the press,
veterans' and women's organizations.

1

paign, as I see it, will be private utilities versus TVA and
REA. I shall oontinue to advocate cheaper electric power for
all the people. I shall do all I
can to electrify every farm home
In Kentucky. I shall work unceasingly to secure better service and cheaper power, through
TVA and REA, for town people
and country people alike. I shall
resist with all my strength further attempts of private utilities
and power interests to monopolize distribution, to fasten perpetual franchises upon the people, and to fix arbitrary rates
that are excessively high.
"Within the near future, it is
my purpose to make a detailed
public announcement of my program as to:
1. Roads and bridges.
2. Education.
3. Agriculture, business, labor
and industry.
4. Welfare, health, hospitals
and prisons.
5. Conservation and recreation.
6. Home rule, with respect to
the financial plight of cities and
counties.
7. Fiscal affairs, with respect
to revenue, appropriations, and
the cash surplus.
"The third issue, as I see it,
is the issue of performance.
"I will be able to do the things
I promise because I will not be
bound to any special interests
or political bosses. But my opponent is in the opposite position. He will be bound to the
vested interests and machine
politicians
who support him.
They will demand and obtain
a voice in administering any
program my opponent might advocate.
"I believe the people know my
philosophy of government, as
demonstrated by 10 years of service In the House of Representatives. 1 I believe my service has
set a standard by which Kentuckians can gauge my fitness
for the larger tasks ahead. In
any case, upon that record rests
my candidacy, my request for
support, and my hope of election. I submit myself, and my
"The second issue of the cam- record, in full candor and faith."

A' statement issued Saturday
by Harry Lee Waterfield on his
candidaey for the Democratic
nomination for Governor follows:
"In filing my declaration for
governor in the Democratic primary August 2, I am conscious
of the honor I seek arid the responsibility that will be mine if
I am elected. That is why 1 am
submitting my candidacy in humility.
"I am humbly conscious of the
opportunity to give Kentucky an
administration that will advance
the general welfare of all the
people. I humbly believe the people are in the temper to demand
that 'we forget the old political
faces and things that divided us
in the past. It is my humble conviction the People want greater
achievement in schools, hospitals, prisons, highways, rural
roads, parks health departments,
bridges.
"If the people elect me governor, I now pledge that my service will not be hindered by
political consideration, nor strangled by unbecoming ambition
for personal advantage. I shall
covet only the approval that my
record will deserve.
"It is, I believe,
becoming
clear to the people that my opponent is supported by a combination of special interests, oi>
one hand, and a coterie of macnlne politicians, on the other
hand. These forces use politics
as a measuring rod for every
proposal that is advanced to improve the general welfare of all
the people.
"As I see it, the primary issue
of this campaign will be the people of Kentucky versus the privileged interests. I now pledge
you that I will sidte with the
people. This is not a new stand
for me to take. The record of
my public service will show
that I have always been on the
side of the people. My record
of public service will show I
have always opposed special
privileges
for any individual,
group, or interest.

Card Of Thanks
By this means we wish to express our sincere thanks and
appreciation to our friends and
neighbors for the kindness to
us during the lengthy illness
and death of our wife and mother, Mrs. Harriet Farley.
Especially do we thank the
Brown Funeral Home, the flower girls, pallbearers, the Rev.
Reed Rushing and Rev. E. R.
Noel, and all others who spoke
words of comfort. Also we thank
thpse who sent floral offerings
or extended their service in any
way.
May each and every one of

JUMBO SALE
on Stokely Foods Now Going On!

W

Weekend Meat Spedali
Qtidcuf, and Saturday
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SMOKED PICNICS, size 4 to 6 pounds, Ib. 49c
SLICED BACON,

Ib. 62c

LARGE CRISP STALKS

CELERY

RED OR YELLOW

each

15tf

MILD & SWEET

SWEET POTATOES

it.

A pjecise timepiece
. . . A jewelry masterpiece

8k

SPANISH ONIONS

lb.

l i (

GRAPEFRUIT

Distinctive and different, the stun,
ningly styled BENRUS (mbraceablt
watch is a fine piece of jewelry

TEXAS SEEDLESS

10 lbs.

55f

that will appeal to the most discerning woman. It makes her feal
like the "smart set" when she wears
this exquisite 17 jewel timepiece.

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY A L L THE TIME

Listen to "Bing Sings" Dally 9 A . M. W S O N Henderson, Ky.

Bethany

"Window Treatments" was the
subject of the lesson given to
the Bethany Homemakers which
met at the home of. Mrs. Lewis
Jenkins, president, March 21.
March gardens , were discussed
6y Mrs. Champ Oats. Mrs. Lewis
Jenkins presented the landscaping lesson.
The Blue Grass section, subjeet
of the minor project, was discussed by Mrs. Clarence Nichols.
The club read in unison the
Homemakers' prayer.
Bethany Club is the only one
in the county that has subscribed 100 percent to the Pennyrile
Homemaker, new district paper.
Mrs. Ray Martin, county president, Mrs. George Martin and
Janice Martin, of the Otter Pond
club, visited the club.
Members present were: Mrs.
Leo Coleman, Mrs. Fred Easley,
Mrs. Clarence Nichols, Mrs.
Harve Nichols, Mrs. Champ
Oats, Mrs. E. L. Strong, Mrs
Lewis Jenkins and Miss Wilma
Vandiver, home agent.

Crider

Crider Homemakers Club met
March 19 with Mrs. William
Coleman. Mrs. Clifton Clift called the meeting to order and
Miss Grace Adamson gave the
thought for the day.
There were fifteen members
and 3 visitors present. Miss Wilma Vandiver made announcements of the advisdry - council,
training school and district meeting. A very interesting report
on Farm and Home week was
given by Mrs. Cleveland Hays.
The lesson on "Treatment of
Windows" was given by Mrs.
Phelps, assisted by- Miss Vandiver.
The minor project was brought
by Mrs. Floyd Dunbar on "The
Bluegrass Region of Kentucky."
The social hour consisted of
games and songs.
Mrs. Coleman served refreshments to the following: Mrs.
fcay Martin, our county president, Mrs. W. W. Glenn, Mrs.
W. P. Spickard, Mrs. Hugh
Yates, Mrs. J. C. Myers, Mrs.
Harlan Ennis, Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, Mrs. Clifton Clift, Mrs.
Cleveland Hays, Mrs. Arlie Vinyou find comfort in your hour son, Mrs. Chas. Wilson, Mrs.
Raymond Phelps, Mrs. Leslie
of need is. our prayer.
Bright, Mrs. Dolph Williamson,
Logan Farley
Mrs. John Coleman, Miss ImoOllie Asher
gene Wigginton, Miss Grace
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Asher
Adamson, Miss Wilma Vandiver.
Mrs. Dema Watson and
children
ltp Otter Pond
The major lesson on window
The purple Federal grade mark treatment was studied at a meet<5n meat is a harmless vegetable ing of the Otter Pond Homedye that usually disappears dur- makers Club at the home of
Mrs. Jim Neal. The minor lesson
ing cooking.
The first railroad sleeping car on the Kentucky Blue Grass
was operated in the United States Region, was discussed by Miss
Robbie Sims, and a landscaping
in 1836.

Mrs. W. H. Pool, and mina
Ject, Mrs. Frederick Gr0
The major p r o j e c t
Treatments" was given and]
onstrated by Mrs. Wilburn J
and Mrs. Fenton Taylor
Friendship Club.
Present were Mrs.
Bates, Mrs. Tully Choie
Aaron Cummins, Mri,
Kike, Mrs. Tula Goodwill
Delia Gresham, Mra. r T J
Groves, Mrs. Andrew L,,<j(j|
V. E. Nuckols, Mi W. 1(1
Mrs. Jewell Stalling, Mri
Willis, Mrs. Wilburn Crowi
Fenton Taylor, and Mi«
Vandiver, home agent.

Cedar Bluff

Easy to put on and easy to take
off,

with

hinges

cleverly

con-

c e a l e d and a dainty safety*
chain clasp for

pro-

l e c t i o n against loss.
Divided

Payments

C Q 5Q
J v
Arranged

Winstead Jewelers
"Your credit is good . . .
Use itl"

m
r iMf

75

lurches PI
K Celebra]
(Easter Se

Friendship

Mrs. Herman Oliver wail
ess to Friendship Ilomen
March 20. Nine member
four visitors were present]
tors were Mrs. Bernice
Mrs. Derail Orten, Mrs.
Lantrip and Miss Ethel hJ
The meeting was opened b|
vice-president, old and nei
iness discussed. Major p<
was "Window Decoration*"!
or project was "Know K<J
ky". After the recreation |
gram,
delicious refresa
were served by the hos |
group will meet in April]
Mrs. Chas. Skees at 1:30 o'i

Old, worn shades
may be
made to look like new with
awning paint, Mrs. Fenton Taylor and Mrs. Wilburn Crowe
told Cedar Bluff Homemakers
when that club met at the home
of Mrs. V. E. Nuckols, March 17.
Twelve
members answered
rollcall and the following officers were elected: President, Mrs.
V. E. Nuckols; vice president,
Mrs. Aaron
Cummins; SecTreas., Mrs. Orvllle Bates and
program chairman, Mrs. Tully
Choice.
The Atlantic, though th
Major project leaders elected
ond
largest ocean, is the li
were Mrs. W. W. Willis and Mrs.
Andrew Ladd; garden leader, and receives half of the |j
Mrs. Tula Goodwin; landscaping, river waters.

FOR SALE!
Four-room dwelling; 38 acres good lar
-- electricity -- located on highway -- near Fi
donia, Ky.

Another nice dwelling -- about one
ground -- up in A-l condition ~ electricity
'IMflM0P

-'tMflMfl^MNiMMwi M r f W t t A J k . '

plenty of water.

U.-.

See these before they are gone.
| I solo.

John E. Young

Insurance Agency
Tel. 25

Princeton, Ky.

Spring Work Clothes
.

.

MEN'S E X T R A H E A V Y HERR NGBONE
T W I L L , SANFORIZED WORK PANTS

-

-

.

$295

T A N GABARDINE, SANFORIZED HEAVY
S E R V I C E A B L E PANTS

-

-

-

$295!

Shirts to Match, 14 to 17, $1.95

Sizes m

-

CuUU At
Church
• services at
J Methodist Chi.
I the Easter Cant
" by the newlj
I Women's Chq
1 by Mrs. Co
[CuUta will b«
t in the afteral
i sanctuary, wh^
this week
morning
\ o'clock will al
[ Women's
! of the Cantatj
\ Vested Childrej
J sing an Easti
pastor, Rev
i will deliver

. . $ 1 9 5

to 20, $2.79

Blue Chambray Work Shirts -- -- •-

BLUE BONNET OLEOMARGARINE, Ib. 43c

tyledt tf-iuiti and VexjetaUeA.

Homemakers' News

report was made by Mrs. Ferd
Wadllngton
An Easter party will be held
at the home of Mrs. Ferd Wadllngton April 4 at 7 o'clock. All
members and their families and
guests are invited.
Members present were Mnadames George Martin, Jr., Ray
Martin, Lee Mashburn, Homer
Mitchell, Jimmle Mitchell, L. B.
Sims, Jr., Jim Neal, Guy Shoulders, Claude McConnell, Ferd
Wadllngton, Eugene Parker and
Miss Robbie Elms.
Visitors were Misses Wilma
Vandiver, Irene Mashburn, Kaye
Sims, Janice Martin, Dorothy
Ferguson and Mrs. L. B. Ferguson.
_

Men's Blue cotton gabardine Pants
Heavy and serviceable - slight irregulars

i

iWm

Thursday, March 27,

Grey Covert Work Shirts, 14 to 1 7

- $1.47
- $1.49

High Back, 8 oz. Sanforized Overalls, sizes 30 lo 42
Heavy Work Shoe - Black or Tan upper - leather middle
Sole - Heavy Paracord Sole - Sizes 6 to 12

$2.95

$395

L^ 4 night
Church,]
i H

Other Work Shoes, S2.95 to $6.95

FWhere
M K Your
E L S$ $ F. .AHave
I R More
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